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In map drawing, a combination of all systems is better than 
slavish adherence to anyone system, and any system is better 
than no system. The plan by triangulation , suits Africa: and 
South America; but it is a trifle forced in its application to Asia 
and Europe, especially Europe. Up to the last year, or the last 
two years of a child's experience in a grammar school, little 
shquld be attempted in the line of accurate application of lati-
tude and longitude. But at least during the last year of the 
grammar school course pupils should be taught to draw by means 
of points of Jatitude and longitude, stated by the conductor of 
the exercise. The use of both points and triangulation can be 
profitably made when the parallels and meridians are intersected 
by the vertices of the triangles. The chief object of map-draw- ' 
ing should be to fix geographical knowledge in the mind. Me- ' 
chanical execution or artistic finish should be asecondary consid-
eration. ' 
'-At an institute lately attended by the WEEKLY two contrary 
. ' ' 
viewi of preparing programs were advanced. One was that the 
program of a large school be prepared by the principal, so_ that 
no study, might be slighted by a teacher who might have but lit-
- tIe taste "&:>r that particular branch. This speaker advanced some 
novel doclrines-that forty-five minutes to an hour be given to 
language in '"the lower graaes and that ar'ithmetic be transposed 
from its favorit.,e place in the morning to the last part' of the af-
. . 
ternoon. . ' 
Opposed to thi~ view was the opinion of another speaker, who 
favored the plan of giving the assistants some latitude in the , 
, preparation of their programs, since the dispositio~, or methods ' 
of one may enaQle her to teach a certain bra?ch better at ·one , 
part"of the day than at another, or at a time different from that 
at which it would be convenient for the principal to inspect that 
particular work. The startling announcement was made by this 
speaker that ."women have a natural repugnance to being held 
strictly between traces ." - What,ever ' the feeling of the women . 
may be,there is one fact that sho't~ld support the views of the sec-
~ .) : aker, andt~at is that the average assistant is more com-
petent to prepare her own program than the average princip!ll is 
to prepare it for her. ' 
NORMAL PROBLE.MS, 
~rHE Ma1lt'towoc Tribune' of Wisconsin, under the above ti~le, 
makes an unwarranted attack upon the riormal-schools of that 
state. The immediate occasion is the- bill before the Assembly 
to establish a normal school at Milwaukee. 'TIze Elk/lOrn Inde-
pendent, The Brodhead Independent, The Wltitewatu Register; 
and other papers take The Tribime to task for its utterances' with 
varying degrees of vigor, but TIlt Triblme .re-iterates its first dec-
laration that "It would be much more advantageous to the peo-
ple to abolish the normal schools lfOW in existence and improye ' . 
the 'common schools.' The people at large could then b~ ben-
efited.' , 
This is probably bllt the half-audible prelude to the symphony 
that is to follow. The friends of the normal schools in Wiscon-
in. have known for years that a crucial test was in preparation for 
them. They have known that such a fund as supports those schools 
{;ould not fail to excite jealousy and ' envy in some quarterp. A 
fund of a million, constantly growing and to 'be in the end about 
one and a half millions, is not a thing to escape the prying eyes 
of over7watchful public censors. 
, - / 
, , 
It is nothing in their eyes that the fund is a pure gift from the' 
general government; that no citizen was ever taxed a farthing in 
its behalf; that not a cent of the principal has ever been expend-
ed; that considerably over half the cost of all the Institute worl{ .., 
is paid out of its income fund; that no~hing can be more: unfair 
and inadequate' than to estimate the v..t.lue of ~he schools solely by 
the number of their graduates and what t hey dd j that it, would ' 
be absurd for them to attempt to be strictly professional at pres-
ent j and finally that nine of every ten of tlie fault finders hav~ 
never been inside of one of the schools at all and so are criticis-
ing from the profound depths of their igilOrance with the air Qr" 
experts. 
"Let any unprejudiced citizen ~f that state go into any of the ' 
normal schools and see who are the candidates for aqlrii'ssion', ~' . ~ 
what is done with them, how they are sifted and classified, ho'w ' , 
they improve from week to week and from month to month, how 
many go off to teach after having 0!lly a term, or half term's ~elp, 
how many teach that they may attend, and , the converse, and , 
stay long 'enough to appreciate what a great ' center ot self-sacri.. " 
ficing, patient, hon~st, effort it is, and he will I?-ever go away and >-
say that the co'~mon schools can be better served by distributirrg: " 
the fund and abolishing the schools. / 
These critics must remember tbat 'seeing an isolated fact,-.-as, 
for instance, that- it costs a.good deal to graduate a single te:;tahet: 
~rom the full course in any of , the schools,-and seeing noile of 
its relations is the best possible way to put out one's eyes. , The . 
normal schools a,re.in no danger from those who 'are fully posted. 
The war will be inaugurated and champiop ed by men full, Of 
half,thoughts, snap-judgments, half-informatiGJland misinforma~ : 
tion, and they are certainly not the men who win .in the lo~g. 
un i n this country. 
'. 
, 
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HOGS AND HIGH SCHOOLS. wars, because they raise the price of hogs, .Almo,t their only enjoyments 
are eating, sleeping, and accumulating!' 
DURING the last few weeks we have been carrying about proof- So far high ,schools seem to be ahead in the estimation of ·Mr. -i slips of a paper on "What Will Education do for the Far- Hall, an4 the hogs are literally left outin the cold. But: . 
mer?" read before the Illinois Dairymen's Association by Prof. "What will education do for the farmer? 'Twill force him to pay ten dol-
Frank Hall of the Sugar Grove Institute. We have referred to lars for railroad fare where he pays but one now i-to attend lectures, the 
it frequently, carefully, and conscientiously, wondering whether theatre, exposition~, agricultural fairs, farmers' institutes, and dairymen's as ,-
it belonged to the province of an educational jonrnal or an agri- sociations. 'Twill induce him to buy a library <>f 200, 400. 500, or even 
cultural paper to reproduce it and comment upon it. Like the 1,000 volumes, and a, three · hundred-dollar case in which to put it. 'Twill 
coax him to take a longer rest at noon that he may have time to listen to t.he -
proverbially foolish animal that starved between two stacks of his "Tales of a Wayside~Inn," or a chapter from "David Copperfield!' 'Twill 
appropriate food, we have hesitated so long that the article may force him to l'!ave off work earlier at night that he~may have time to read the 
seem stale and untimely. The doubtful point seems to be whether president's message or the "Tribune's" .:omments thereon. 'Twill teach him 
Mr. Hall, who used to be a first-class educator and who is a splen- oftener to leave the pig.pen and seek the parlor; not because he loves Berk-
did fellow any way, is now in favor of high schools or of hogs j shire music less,-but because he loves piano music more. 'Twill double his 
or if his affections are divided, which charmer has the greater annnal expenditure for clothing; for the old frock and old over· ails will be, 
considered unsuitable in which to appear in the lecture room or even upon 
share of his emotional tendencies. We shall quote largely that the cars. More ribbons must be bought and the dresses must be made III 
our readers may have a chan.ce to, judge for themselves; style, that Mrs. A. and the daughters may not be ashamed to appear in the 
"The average We5tern tarmer toils hard early and late, often depriving society of cultured people. More t1:all this,-napkins must be purchased and 
himself of needed rest and sleep,-for what? to raise corn; for what? to napkin.rings and China and:silver ware, that the table may be appropriately 
fe~d hog,; ; for what? to get money with which to buy more land; for what? furnished and adorned; for the educated farmer will often desire to entertain 
to raise more corn; for what? to feed more hog_; for what? to buy more ministers, editors, and intelligent men of all classes, who are accustomed to 
land . And what does he want of mure land? Why, he wishes to raise more ' ' such things, More boot.blacking will be needed, more yellow lace, more kid 
corn,r-to feed more hogs,-to buy more land,-to raise more corn,-to feed gloves, more ·red mittens, more embroidered 'bal-briggans, more puffs and · 
more hogs,-and in this circle he moves until God Almighty stops his hog- curls and saratoga waves, more stove polish, more pomatum, more German 
gish work,l" , . , cologne, more pap~r, more postage stamps, more tooth brusIie~, ll}ore scrub· 
' The above sounds as if h,1! deprec.ated an exclusive. devotibn bushes; more brooms, more sOI'P and water." 
to hogs. And again, VeTily, the hogs are beginning to put in an appearance, a 
"You can measure the genius and guess the occupation of the man who, choice breed at that-':Berkshire. But just as we are ready to pal 
after viewing for a moment the great NIagara casting its two millions of tons Mr. Hall on the back, he says: . 
~f water per minute into the cha.~m below, while beholding this most won- "I tell you, my farm~r fnends, this education is an expensive thing. Be-
: derful,.this most; stupend<>us work of nature, could exclaim 'What a fine ware I beware! For every dollar you expend in educating your sons and your 
chance to wash sheep, boys !' .. daughtc:rs beyond what is absolutely necessarv in the performance of their 
This also places him squarely on the side of the .high schools · every-day duties, you may some day be forced to pay ten doOars to satisfy the 
wants that the dollar's worth of education will haye ere,ated." . 
as against an exclusive association with sheep, to say nothing of . h h' 1 1 . The hogs have surely got- away wit IS vo a tie ta11cy, But 
the inferior attractiveness of hogs. For he adds: 
no j for this is th very next sentence; • . , 
"People are numerous who. can.see no value in a magnificent cataract, with "But there is ano,ther side to this argument: Not only does education in, 
all its sublimity and grandeur, unl,ess it can be made to assist in the accumu· crease our wants, but if a due proportion of it be of the practIcal kind, it, ill 
lation of material wealth-unless it can be made to turn the grindstone, water nearly or quite the same ratio, !Dcreases ollr ability to earn , It makes us of 
the garden, grind grain, saw wood, pump, or churn! To such persons a pic. more value to the world, for which the world will cheerfully pay us. We 
ture of Niagara or of Yosemite, even though executed by a Biersta,dt, would may thus ,earn more, spend more, enjoy more. We may elevate rurselves;by 
be utterly useless. Their farms; their homes, their cattle, and, I had almost so much, above' the -level of the brute. ' A symmetrical education simply in-
said their 'wives and children, are valued only in so far as they will aid them ' 
creases a man's capacity for doing and enjoying. It doubles him, quadruples 
in m~ing money. 
, him; enables him to give more to the world and receive more from the world ; 
"I value the dollar. It is mighty, but not Almighty. Un<ler c!!rtain cir-
makes him occupy Ii larger place in the universe." 
cumstances it is the desirable thing for a man to possess. . But when a man 
has more dollars than he needs to satisfy his physical and intellectual wants- Hurrah! for the high school! Get out, ye h ogs! Seek' em 
more money than he needs to buy food, clothes, a home ,and such mental priv. Towser! But hold on ; 
i1eges as he is able to appreciate, it were far wiser for him to spend his time "How much time shall the lawyer devote to agricultural science? How 
in increasing his capacity for intellectual enjoyments, rather than in the ac. mqch time can the farmer 'devote to the study of poetry and music, and how 
' cum~lation of property 'which he can never use. much time can the poet· musician afford to devote to the science and practice 
"Intellecfual development-knowledge-increases our desires and our ca- Qf agriculture? These are questions that force themselves upon us. . To re; 
'pacity for enjoyment. The fool is easily satisfied. Beyond :he food and . turn to the question assigned to me to answer : "What willectucation db for ' 
clotlies which are an absolute necessity, his wants can be as easily supplied ' thefamur?" If you mean by education such mental culture as is obtained 
with a few dollars as with millions. The more olle knows the more will it take in the average high school, I ~an answer, unhes itatin~ly, it will make hiin a 
to gratify his reasonable desires. ' lawyer, or a doctor, or a minister, or an editor. Or, if by chance circumstan, 
"What will education do for the farmer? It will increase his capacity for ces force him to become a farmer, he does it undel' protest." , 
' enjoyment. I speak now more especiaily to our wealthy farmers-men who The hogs have captured his affections . 
• ' are worth from ten to lifty thousand dollars. Among my acquaintances are "A young man enters the high school. Immediately, he commences a 
s\1ch indivi?uals,; men wliose '~nnU:al income,vVould be amIJ,le' to provide for course of training exactly c,alculated to fit him for professional or mercantile 
every ws,nt, even if they should reCuse lienc!forth to , perform phy~ical labor. life. Those branches of study which lawyers and doctors and editors and 
The>: have enough, as the saying is, "to carry them through;" and ~hen there ministers have ever fou~d advantageous to them in their spheres of labor, ~re 
would be sufficient left for the heir;;, to ruin a family of six children after made most prominent 'in the 'school. But not one branch of study is found 
giving the lawyers half! In their homes you will find n9 librari~s, no pic- which is especially adapted to the wants of the agriculturist! 
tures, no musical insfrumen~, f~w c:upets.. They seldom attend lectures or Hogs! ' hogs! hogs! "Not one branch of study especially 
, concerts, or even dJ.irymt;n's conventions. They can't affJrd It. They'are d d ' h he 
. h I .a a~te .to the wants· of the agricp.lturist". Every branc .' 5avl.n~ t eir money-for wliat? to buy more hogs! J'hey have never he.ard studied IS adaptes to the wants of the agriculturist. But for nl.S 
Whither, or Vnlgfdlpw, or Herbert Spencer, or Huxley' '- They' donit know hid h d ,O"YI >" 
h h s!= 00 stu y, e would not know the meaning of the wor a6 - ' VI' et er Shakespeare is living:or dead. They are interested in Ellropean . culturist. ' 
-, , 
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"Does the pupil study chemistry? He is taught that part of the science 
which the druggist or physician especially needs. Or he is led to view in a 
most superficial manner, the science, as a whole, from the standpoint of some 
great investigator. Of its application to agriculture he learns little or nothing. 
He learns the names of the elementary substances and their atomic weights, 
but of the compounds of which ordinary soils are composed he knows nothing. 
He can represent upon the blackboard many of the most c'omplicated chemi-
cal reactions, but of the effect of mixing wood-ashes and animal manures he 
is ignorant." 
All right, Messieurs Hegs, reo.t away at the fQundatiens of all 
presperity j but were it net fer the high scheel thai: ye are trying 
to. undermine ye WQuid net knew that there is any such science 
as chemistry, much less attempt to. apply its art features to. the 
recuperatien ef the seil. "W eed ashes and animal manures!" 
Well, just tell us the effect ef such a mixture (eur agricultural 
editer is Qut) and if that is all the negligence yQU call charge to. 
the deer Qf the high scheel, we will see that it is cQrrected befQre 
the next crQP ef cern er graduates is harvested. 
. 1 He has finished the study of botany, but he cannot tell 'a red oale from a 
white oak,' 'a hard maple from a soft maple," 'a hickory from a bitternut,' 
'11 Illack walnut from a butternut,' 'a bass-wood from an ash,' unless he 
learned it at home on th" farm. The pupil has completed the study, but his 
attention has never been direct.ed to the different species of weeds in the gar-
den, Qr to the different kinds of grasses that are usen for forage. He cannot 
tell a red clover leaf from a white clover leaf if they are alike in respect to 
size, nor does he know whether red clover is a biennial or a perennial." 
"Cannet tell a red eak from a white eak j" ner a red-headed 
girl frem a black-haired girl j ner a blende frem a bruntftte j nQr 
a Saratega wave frem a ferehead with hair that is banged. Such 
ignerance is lamentable j but we can imagine a medical cellege 
graduate who WQuid nQt knQw the taste ef caster eil from that Qf 
cedliver eil-never having had eccasien to. take either in deses j 
and yet there might be the makings Qf a pretty fair decter in him, 
the acme ef ignerance is net inability to. distinguish between 
B and a hull's feet, and ene is net expected to. knew beans till 
the bag is untied. If the high schQel dQes up a neat little bag-
ful ef educat·ienal beans fQr a ·yQung man, it will net take him 
leng te ·gain the practical knewledge, whether it be prefessienai 
er agricultural, that will distinguish and utilize them. 
"'J;'rofe~sional men' have, for the most part, arranged our text-book s and 
our courses of study, and it is by" no means surprising that we find therein just 
those ,branches and methods which are best calculated to fit the student for 
professional life. What will modern high school education do for the farmer? 
I repeat, it ~ill make a 'professional man' of him; and the figures are not 
wanting to prove this assertion. Of the twelve and one· half-millions of peo· 
pIe in the "0nited States engaged in gainful and reputable occupations, 1Iot far 
from 3 per cent are eng~ged in professional services. Perhaps it is safe to say 
that the law, ers, the physicians, the teachers, the clergymen, the journalists, 
the artists, and the land surveyors, constitute sometliing less than 3 per cent 
of those whose vocations are remunerative and reputable. Nearly 50 per cent 
are engaged in .agriculture, while the combined industries give employment to 
upwards of 80 per cent of all those who, by their own labor, either mental or 
physical, add to the wealth and prosperity of this great republic. 
"Now, if it be true, as is claimed by many, that the course of study in our 
high schools is equally weli adapted to the needs of all classes,. it would be 
/expected that not over 3 per cent of the graduates would attempt to gain a 
livelihood by p.rofessional services. Either this must be true or else there is 
a deman~ fa'r a greater proportion .of professional men, which no one be· 
lieves. 
"Wh~t are the facts? More tban 60 per cent of the !Dale graduates become 
professional men. The vocations, present and prospective, of the male grad. 
uates of several high schools which are beiieved to represent fairly the high 
schools of Illinois, are as follows: Ministers, 14 per 'cent; , teachers, 24 per 
per cent; lawyers, 14 per cent; mechanic~, . 10 per cent; physicians, II per 
cent; merchants and mercantile clerks, 14 per· cent; undecided, 10 per cen\; 
fanners, 3 per cent." 
SUBPose it dees, make a professienal man ef him. All canno.t 
{ .' " 
be farmers. If there were net rich tewns there ceuld be no. ridl. 
ceuntry. If there were net arts and marts and manufactures the 
farmer weuld have to. let his petatees .ret in the greund and use 
his cern fer fuel. Only three per cent ef the pepulatien engage 
in prefessienal pursuits. So. much the greater need ef high 
scheels. A prespereus ceuntry sheuld suppert twenty-five per 
cent ef the pepulatiQn in literary, scientific, and artistic eccu-
patiens j and here we SUPPQrt only three per cent! What WQnder 
that the EurQpeans speak Qf us as liying in the back· weeds, and ' 
that the Pepe has lecated this ceuntry "in parlibus in/idelium. I, 
Let the h5gh scheels live and we shall raise that three per cent 10. 
ten in a decadt:. ' And the farming? All Ireland is leoking 
westward intending to. do. eur farming. ·Twe such se~ens as .the 
last will start a geed pertien ef England and Scetland after the 
Irish, IQeking up hemes in the United States-unless we prove : 
ourselves churlish barbarians, leaving eur cQuntry witheut tair 
edl!catienal facilities j in which case the greatest wealth that can 
co. me into. a ceuntry-peepfe-will steer tewards ' Austral.ia Qr 
Canada. 
"One high school in Northern Illinois, th~n which few rank high~T, num-
bers among its graduates during the past twelve years, 128 persons, 01 whom 
.thirty·two are males; of these, three are mechanics, and one is a farmer. And . 
yet they tell us that the course of study in our high schools· is equaliy well 
. adapted to the needs of the farmer, the mechanic, or the lawyer. 
"Another school, which, in point of popularity. has no superior, boasts of 
29 male graduates; of this number three are farmers, and one is a mechanic. 
"Of the male graduates of either of these schools, not 14 per cent become 
handicraftsmen! 
"Send a young man into one of these schools in order to make all intelligent 
farmer of' him, and before the course is half completed he will tei! you he 
wishes to study law_· 
"The tendency of our high ·school system is away from the farlD, away from 
the workshop, and towards the pUlpit and ·the bar." . 
And what ef all that? Have net little farms been well tiUed 
and little wives been well willed fer all that? Why is the SQuth 
in such a desperate strait fer hands nQW and in danger Qf being 
in greate'r straits? Because that sectien, is deficient in hegs? Q r. 
because that sectien is deficient in high _scheels? Answer that 
questien, Pref. Hall! Take car~ ef the high scheels and th ~ 
hegs will take care of themselves. There is rOQm enough fer the 
hegs. There is reem eneugh fQr the high scheels. We shall 
never disturb Pref. Hall in his fostering care ef hegs, but let him 
beware hew he disturbs eur hign s: heels. To. his cave porcum,. 
we defiantly reply, Pref. Hall, Cave .CQlIem ! 
THE LIBRARY. 
NEW ·lIOOKS RECEIVED. " 
First Pri"cip/~s · of P olitical. E CtJliomy. Concisely Presented for the · Use of 
. Classes in High Schools and Academies. By Aaron L Chapin, D. D . . 
President oj Beloit College. New York : Sheldon & Co. 1880.' pp.213. ' 
By the use ·ef -such ·. text-boQks as this the 'Public · scheolli' may 
partly ~ilence the criticism that they do. not educate bQys and 
girls to. be citizens: .' There is no. science mere "practical" r~an 
th.is Qf pQlitical ECQnqmy" nQn~ which is so. intimately connect", 
ed with [he highest interests and daily affairs of society and bus-
iness. · Let it be taught systematically and thQrQughly to. Qur 
beys and girls. Let them knew-\vhat President Chapin here teUs 
diem, the nature and value Qf mQney, banks, and exchange. The 
ch~~ter en Banks and Paper meney is particularly valuabl'e. and 
instructive to yeung people. (PrQbab~y it would npt add to. th~ 
number Qf "Greenback~ ' vetes_at the next election, 'but tJ:ie · coun~ 
try weuld still be. safe.) . 
The wQrk i~ an imparti~l QQe in . the main, tbe tlie'Ories and t , 
, . 
-, 
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views of all parties being concisely stated, and sometimes the au-
thor's motlestiy added without argument. The last chapter, how-
ever, may be an exception to this statement. In the discussion 
of International Trade he presents quite positively his' own views 
and arguments as favoring "free trade,"-not a very heinous of-
fense for a western man. 
Gradtd Pro~l~ms £11 Arithmdic and Mmsuration. By S. Mecutchen, A .M., 
Professor of Higher Arithmetic and Mensuration in tbe Central High 
School of Philadelphia. Published by J . H. Butler & Co., Philadelphia. pp. 
232 • . . 
A work like this. has been and still is in great and increasing 
demand. It is wanted not only by the teacher as an aid in class 
drill, but by the principal !lnd superintendent as a thesaurus of 
questions for examinations. About 3,500 examples are here 
_ furnished, graded according to the common arrangement of school 
arithmetics; 
Besides the Problems there are Questions on Arithmetic and 
Mensuration; a collection of Arithmetical Rules, Tables of 
Weights and Measures, and Answers to' the ·Problems. 
,The price of the book was not furnished ·us by the,publishers. 
/ It will probably be mailed for one dollar. 
Scrap-book Ruitation S~ries, No. r. · A Miscellaneous Collection of Prose 
and Poetry Jor ReCitation and Reading, designed for Schools, Home, and 
Literary Circles. Compiled by H. M: Soper. Chicago: T. S. Denison. 
Cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. 
Mr. Soper has made a go'od collection of the latest and some 
of the best poems ~nd speeches which are to be found in the 
.newspapers. He has chosen mostly those with a vein of mirth-
, fulness in them. as they are most sought after by the.boy who has 
a "piece to speak." The collection contains newspaper clippings 
made up to the 'date of publication-only a few months ago. 
This book will be found to answer its purpose well, a?d we 
bespeak for it a good sale. 
A .Brief History of Roman L iterature, for Schools and Colleges. Translated 
and edited from the German of Herman Bender by E. P. Crowell and H. 
B. Richardson, Prolessors of Latin in Amherst College. Boston: Ginn & 
Heath. 1880. pp. 152. 
This little volume meets a real want in our preparatory schools. 
It is so admirably condensed, so abundant in references, and so 
-attractive in style that the student will read it almost like a con-
tinued story; and, while hastily gl3;ncing at only tlie most prom· 
inent authors and works, will get a correct and definite idea of 
'Roman literature as a whole. 
A most excellent part of the translator's work is the Analysis 
given at the opening. The charts at the close ' of the book also 
present a dear and comprehensive survey of the whole subject. 
Wherever the study of Roman literature is systematically pur-
sued this book will find a place, in the hands of both teachers 
and pupils. 
AH Elemmtary Geometry. By William B. B~adbury, A. M. Boston: Thomp. 
son, Brown & Co. Chicago: Tho, . H . Bush, Agent, 70 Metropolitan 
Block. pp 110. Price for introduction 60 cents; by mail for examina-
tion 40 cents. 
This work on Geometry is re~arkable fot its brevity. All that 
i~ ~s\'\allY' fouri!;i in text-books on· geometry, except a fev propo-
sltlOns on the sphe.re, is givc~ here in a compass of · 110 ·pages. 
And there is, besides, considerable- matter that 'cannot be found 
in other school editions of geometry. This concisen'ess is ob-
t~ined by leaving out such propositions as are not needed in the 
proof of subsequent propositions, and by giving short'definitions 
and using the language of algebra, so far as it will apply in SllCh 
a- work. 
I :Tile propositions ~hemsel\'es co:ver only ,70 pages; yet they 'are 
clearly demonstrated. At the end of each book there :ire practi-
cal questions and examples, amounting in the aggregate to 76.- . 
And following these, there are theorems for original demonstra-
tion, and problems in .construction, to the number of 170. 'These· 
valuable features, together with the prQblems of construction in -
Book 6, are not ' usually given in other text-bo'oks on geometry. 
The method of finding the value of'll", given in Book 3, is remark-
able for its elegance and simplicity. Take it all through, it is a 
book that we ~an heat:tily recommend to students in geometry. 
Swinton's Word Primer, SuJinton's Word B ook, Swinton's Word A nalysis. 
New York and Chicago: Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. 
These three books copstitute one of the best of the graded 
courses in language. The Word Primer comprises the work of 
the first school year in spelling, with language lessons, script ex-
ercises for written spelling, monthly reviews, and finally a yearly 
review. The Word Book; the second of the series, is emphati-
cally a spelling book. It is on the -same general plan as the Word 
Book. In this edition the work has been so revised as to exhibit 
in the case of each word the exact syllabication and the primary 
accent. 
The third volume, the Word Analysis, is grammar on the new 
plan. The exercises in etymology, derivations, and definitions 
are in Swinton's best topical style. Tile books are well ·bound. 
Is attempting to teach language without technical grammar a 
failure? 
LITERARY NOTES. 
, -The Legislature of Wisconsin (vote of 95 to I in the House,) have just 
passed .an Act .directing the State Superitendent to purchase 600 Webster's 
Unabridged Dictionaries to supply that number of its public schools, the other 
districts being already supplied under previous legislati.on. . 
-The Pr~dical American is the name of a new j9urna1 owned .and elUted 
by P. H. Vander Weyde, M. D ., New York. It is an "independent monthly 
especially devoted to manufacturing and building." Dr. Vander Weyde was 
for eleven years editor of the Manufacturer and B uilder, and has a valuable 
.experience in preparing such a paper, which he thoroughly demonstrate. in 
the number of his new journal which has come to hand. Subscription price, 
$1.50 • 
-Lovers of fine art, particularly as displayed in America n publications, 
will appreciate and prize the late publication of Messrs. D. L:>throp & Co. en-
titled America. It consists of a sketch of the life of the author, Rev. Dr, S. F. 
Smith, richly illustrated with autograph copy of the poem, and several Cull 
page (quarto) engravings, illustrative of the sentiment of each stanza. The 
work would make a most appropriate gift, and 'adorn the table of any iibrary 
or parlor. . 
-One of the best of late publications on ·elocution for practical use is , Pro-
fessor Benjamin W. A~well's P rinciples of Elocution and Vocal Culture, -
published by N. Bangs Willia~s & Co., Pro . idence, R. 1. It contains $he 
author's rules for correct readlDg and speaking, directions for improving and-
strengthening the voice, and also a variety of exercises and selections for 
practice. '.'The directions for training and developing the vocal organs are 
explicit, and the selections for elocutionary practice varied, and from the best 
authors." 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECE IVED , 
Regulations and Courses of Study of 'the Public Schools'of McGregor, "Iowa, . 
as reVised December 27, 1879. J. J •. Mapel, Superintendent. . ' 
E xceTP,ta from the Annual report to the Board ot Health of New. Or1e~ns 
for 1879. By .Joseph Holt, M. D. Topography of the F irst Municipal Di$-
trict. The Public Health. SanUation. , The I~spection of P~J:>lic Schools. 
. Catalog of the Springfield School of Elocution and OratorY for 1880. 
Springfield, Illinois. J. C. Feitshans, Principal. 
Art Students' League. Report on Art Schools. By Frank Waller. 1879· 
108 Fifth Avenue, New York. ' 
The 'Life and Public Services of John Sherman. By Benjamin Perley 
Poore. Pub1i~hed by, th'e Sherman Club of CinCinnati, 1880. . - '.' 
.. 
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Annual Report of the School Committee of the City of New Bedford, to-
gether with the Superintendent's Annual "Report, for the year 1879. Henry 
F. Harrington, Superintendent of Schools . . 
Proceedings of the 'Clearfield County Teachers' Institute, Session of 1879. 
M. L. McQuown, County Superintendent. 
THE MAGAZINES. 
SOME OF THE BEST ARTICLES. 
Fortniglttly R~vi~w, February. 
The Beginnings of Greek Sculpture. By W. H. Pater. 
Pliny the Younger. By H. F. Pelham .. 
Empire and Humanity. By Frederick Harrison. 
Good Company, No. VI. 
Victor Hugo: By George M. Towle. 
Nineteenth Century, February. 
The Present Conditions of Arl. By G. F. Watts, R . A. 
On Historical Psychology. By Henry Sidgwick. 
North American R eview, March. 
The Third Term: Reasons against it. By Judge J. S. Black; Reasons for 
it. By E. W. Stoughton. 
The Communism of a Discriminating Income-Tax. By D. A. Wells. 
Civil Service Reform. By Rev. Dr. Henry W. Bellows. 
Our Political Dangers. By Prof. Simon Newcomb. 
Mr. Froude'" Historical Method. By Bishop J. L . Spalding. 
Recent Biography, I. Life and Works of Gilbert Stuart. II. The Letters 
of Charles Dickens. III. Memoirs of Madame de Remusat. By Eugene L 
Didier. 
EXAMINA 'I IONS. 
EVERY College student is interested in them, and in what em-iment and scholarly men say of them. Max Muller on 
"Freedom," in the Contemporary R eview, sets down the Eng-
lish Universities as having "too little of academic freedom," 
the Germln. as having too much. The increase of intellectual 
unifonni t;,y in England is charged to ex:1.minations, which leads 
him to defend them-ivlth qualifications. He says: 
"All examir.ations are a m!an; to ascertain h()w pupils have been taught; 
they ought never to be allowed to become the end fi:>r which pupils are taught. 
T~aching with a view to elCaminations low~r; the teacher in the eyes of his 
pupils; learning with a view to examinatIOn; is apt to produce shallow ness 
and dishone3ty. Wh~tever attractIOns learning p;me3se3 in itself, and what-
ever effo;ts were formerly made by boys at scho,?l from a sense of duty, all 
this is last if they OIice imagine that the highest object of all learning is . 
gaining marks in examinations. 
"In order to ~Hintain the proper relation between teacher and pupil, all 
pupils should be made to look to their teacher. as their natural examiners and 
faire.t judges," [in England examiners are another set of employed persons,] 
"an i therefore in every examination the report of the tt:acher ought to carry 
the greatei;t weight. • • To leave examinations entirely to strangers reduces 
them to the level of lotteries, and fosters a cleverness in teachers and taught 
aKin to dishone3ty. Aft (outside) euminer m~y find out what a candida.te 
knows ttot, he can hardly ever fiftd out all he ko()ws; and even if he succeeds 
in finding out how much a candidate knows, he can never find out how he 
knows it. 
"The proper reward for a good eXilmination should be honor. not' pounds, 
shilIings, and pence. The mischief done by pecuniary rewards at school and 
University, begins to be recognized very widely. ' 
"Every Univer. ity, ill order to maintain its position, has a perfect right to 
deml.nd two examination;, but no m )re: one for admis.ion, the . other for 
a degree ••• If a U.liver3ity ,surrenders the right of examining those who 
wish to be admitted, the tutors will often h3.ve to do the work of schoolmas-
ters, and the professol'$ can nev<!r know how high or h ()w low they sho~ld 
aim in their public lectures. B~sides this, it is almlst inevitable, if the Uni-
versitie. surrender the right of a mltriculation examination, that they should 
lower, n~ only their own standlrd, but likewise the standilrd - of public 
schools." 
We should not ag"ree with the Anglo-G:eMlan professorl:as to 
the time and number of e~aminatiOl}S, l;lt~t '!oS tQ th~ principLe: of 
the thing, thorough teachers will agree with him. As long as 
sailors test hull and rigging every little while to see if all is right, 
and railroad men tap the boxes of car wheels at every station to 
make sure that all is safe, it will never seem the thing for instruc-
tors or pupils to go on long without testing the work done. It 
is not safe for either party. It is not workmanlike. 
G.F. M. 
CURRENT SCIENCE NOTES. 
-Prof. C. A. Young, of Princeton, says that owing to the retarding influ-
ence of the tides on the earth's rotation, the lengt~ of the day is increasing; 
-Owls are of immense service as vermin destroyers. An English-game-
keeper found 'an owl's nest with one young bird in it. He visited· it for 30 
consecutive mornings, and in that time removed from it 105 rats, 49 mice, II 
shrew· mice, two robins, and one sparrow. 
-The cental system is the adoption of the 100 pounds as the standard in 
buying and selling produce by weight. The advantages of the !eform are ob-
vious. It effects a correspondence between our measurements and our cur-
rency. It substitutes an unvarying and simple standard for the arbitrary and 
unscientific 'bu,hel,-which varies in different grains, and varies on the same 
grain in different states, so as to cause frequent inconveniences in trade. It is 
the standard already adopted by the railroads and canals. It is also ·the 
standard now in use in Liverpodl, our chief grain customer. 
-Prof. Klebs, of Prague, and Prof. Tommasi, of Rome, have been examin-' 
ing, during the past year into the physical poison which produces marsh fever. 
They examined the lower strata of the atmosphere of the Roman Campagne 
and its soil. In both they discovered a microscopic fungus, consisting of 
movable shining spores of a long oval shape. With these spores animals· were 
artificially infected with intermittent fever of tne true marsh type and they 
showed precisely the same enlargement of the spleen as human beings who 
have caught the fever in the ordinary way . . Tommasi and Klebs have given 
this fungus the name of Bacillus Malaria,- as it grows into the shape of small 
reeds. 
-A peculiar feature of the Ruby Hill mines, Nevada, is the fact that tqe 
temperature decreases instead of increases as depth is attained, generall~ falling, 
below that of the surface during the summer months. A visitor, unless exer'-
cising briskly, will at all times experience a chilly sensation. This obtains tl? 
the very lowest ~orkings, over 1,[00 'feet, and is attributed to the numerous , 
. caves and openings throughout the vein matter, aad through which !he rur cir-
culates freely. Another curious circumstance is noted. During the summer 
months, and while the warm weather prevails, there is 'a downcast through 
the Eureka Consolidated shaft, the current of air passing through the drifts 
and up the Richmond shaft, but the moment there is a markeq. change in the. 
weather, and a cool temperature is introduced, there is a reversal of the air 
currents, the downcast being throuwh the Richmond shaft and ilp ~e Con. 
solidated. ' 
-A machine that sews books perfectly and that is destined to revolutionize 
the binding business has been invented, it is claimed, by David McConnell 
Smyth of Hartford, Conn. The machine is about four feet high, t~ee feet 
wide and two and a half feet deep, and looks like an ordinary sewing machine. 
On a single bar are arranged eight semi-circular needles, which enter with 
exactness and automatic regularity the inCisions ill the sheets, which are pre-
viously made in the common way. Passing ceaselessly in and out, tliese 
needles make a perfect lock·stitch, at the rate of from 25,000 to 30,000 'signa-
tures a day, whereas a girl who . can sew 2,500 signatures per 'day by hand i~' 
considered an expert. A corporation composed of well-known business men 
has been formed at Hartford with a capital 0(.$300,000 for the manufaCture of 
these machines. 
-The idea of making a train ~ay down a,nd take up its own iails as it moves 
along is not a new otie, but an interesting realization of it is now to be wit-
nessed in t1.le Jardin des Tuileries, Paris. From the mechanical point of view, 
one is struck with the smallness of the force required to move a train thus ar-
ranged. In the Jardin des Tuileries the train 'cqnsists of three carriages, ca. 
pable of containing in all thirty children, and often full. These are drawn by 
two goats which work thus for seven hours. The total load is' about 1,000 
kilogrammes. To-draw a like weight in three carriages o>n ordinary roadS 
would require a dozen goats, four for each vehicle. The normal speed/is ~wo _, 
and a half to four miles per hour. The system is, of course; not deaign~ for , 
passenger. trallic, bllt fcir goods, !,nd in many :pla'y~, with '-<1 ro.,dS or none, 
might qe y~?, ser.viceable, "' " • . " 
..... , ! I 
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tioned, stood or walked continuously; during a grammar recita-
tion, she walked through the aisles, book in hand, and as she came 
by each pupil, called out in a loud tone at the same time stoop-
ing over the desk and gesticulating, "What's a 'noun? What's a _ 
verb?" and so on, If she had known how she was throwing , 
I WRITE these th~ngs, not ,out of aspirit of i\:-natured criticism, away her working capital, perhaps she would have cultivated a 
. Ot self-sufficiency, but for the chance that there may be in serener manner. I have seen good tcachers who stood constantly, 
them hints to help beginners and others who wish every year but they did not live long; on the other hand, I have seen very 
to grow beyond the mistakes they are making. In visiting schools, poor teachers who 'sat all the time, and I know no gJod teacher 
in teaching, and at Teachers' Institutes I have gained as much who sits during all of school hour~. B JUf r ever employ teach: ' 
from negative hints, ,as from actual good things presented. I ers in a school of my own, I will never hire man or woman who 
have frequently corrected mistakes of my own , of which I was not can control a class only when they are standing up. If the , • 
conscious until I saw them made by others; I have sat in school teacher is a good one, I want her to last as long as possible, and -
rooms, looking at other teachers, and mentally said, "There! I do the sort of work r want done-not standing and not walking; 
will never do that again in my school. I will never say tha,t to a stick or a machine can do that. . 
I ",ny child again." And I was not ungrateful for the opportunity , I have seen, year in and year out-(I have been one of them 
of learning 'so, although my own conceit may have been dis- myself, in years gone by) teachers exhausted daily by their work ;. 
' turbed. . -. generally, too, they carned home two bundles in the evening, 
Further, the instances mentioned are either too far away in one of papers to be co!'rectt;d a(ter dinner, and a half hour's rest, 
time or distance, or both, to point out any definite person, and by sitting up late ; the other, a bundle of worries about unman -
the'refore cannot hurt any, though the.Y may touch some. I have ageable pupils; the latter bundle kept sleep away. anoth~r third 
~een a teacher with a stick in her hand, a bell on her desk, beat- of the night ;· after a few hours' sleep, a mere pretense at break-
Ing on the desk wifh the stick, or ;i~ging the 'bell every few -fast, the tired creature went back to her work-and how could 
minutes, and accompanying the noise with, "Now, children, pay . she do it? I once kne"w a principal 'who reproved his a:ssistants 
attention, (rap, rap, ' rap, ) a noun, Gebrge, is a-Crap, rap,) what in the presence of their pupils, and at other , times i.n the pres-
did you say a 'noun is? Now the class isn't paymg attention, ence of the assembled teachers of the schools. And he actu~lIy 
(rap, rap, rap, ) I will have to give 'you some marks," etc. The complained because they did, not manage their classes ,~rell ! He 
S1.me teacher wondered why her' clais wac; so noisy and inatten- h\ld never listened tQ that eminent teacher of teacners who said: 
live; ' "Be the only recognized authority in your oWQ school-room; 
, I have heard variolls primary teachers say in the presence of the highest success is not ' possible any other way." ' 
their pupils. "I seen him," ( this repeated ly,) "You done it," I have seen a child forced ,to tiptoe in school' until its ·gait was 
"I have saw," "I haint got no pen," "Your hair is 11ic~, " (sic) spoiled, and feet ' and legs permanently inj}lred; I have seen a 
"I'll learn you better," "Shut up," "He haint here," "You be," factory of round shoulders in many a school-house, in, which it 
. "Yo'J'1l never be any account," "I'll cane you, good, " "You was the rule to fold the arms from five to eight times a day , for 
are mistaken, if you think so." Then these teachers wondered at four or five minutps each time: I have seen a bright, handsome 
the bad English, manners, or m~rals of their pupils: If I had -boy, 'afflicted with stammering, to a painful ci egree, far behind the 
, been a patron of such schools I should have asked for a re-ad- boys of his own age in attainment, driven to truancy and niisery) 
justment ot---'Say, enviJ;,:onment. because neither his, parents nor his teacher knew enough to cure 
. . 
I once saw a teacher report a boy for sulkine!is and disobedi- him; I have seen the same boy, taken by a teaGher who did 
~nce ; she, her~elf, wa,; cross and ugly at the time. She said the know, taught to breathe properly and fully, whenever he began 
boy needed a whipping. I thought-what would you think? I to speak, cured and made happy, the equal of his brightest class, 
'have seen a teacher walking up and. down between the rows of mates, in attendance ann standing. -
pupils in her room, all day long, like a keeper in a menagerie; I have heard of teachers who .never looked at. the lesson they 
, by this means she had a good degree of order; but I saw that she ~vere_ to teach, each day j "They are so simple," they said, "any 
taught mechanically, with her eyes now here, now ther~ ; her one. can teach a First Reader lesson." Th«. truth is, ~'any one" 
, ahention divided into forty-seven ways, because she had brought cannot-no one can who does not think 01 the best way for .that 
jt about that nq child could pe trusted for a minute; there was special recitation of that , special lesson, before-hand. No two 
. no interest, no enthu?iasm. in anything; the laws of force classes can pqssibly take exactly the same teaching-the same 
. and routine governed all, the influence of the spy prevailed. shades of teaching_ I have heard some teachers say, "t am so 
"Why do' you stand all the time?' You look tired and jaded." tired of going over and over the same thing every year; ' it is so 
"0" I don't dare to sit down, they would be in an uP,foar in a monotonous." There was monotony in the souls that said it, 
minute. I always stand during school hours. " not in the thing; they did everything in the same way, no het-
I saw th'!,t she was igno~antly ~e.stroying her own health, and ter, but worse than before, in that it was repeated; in. other 
,using what strength she had 'fruitlessly-an eXipensive outlay words, they were not going on; but around, in the beaten track 
'and no return in good results to those for whose training she was of a dismal circle, into whose grooves they sank more deeply ' 
paid; she was ':Ising her strength i~ repressing the energies which every year. That ,is simply awful. 
", .she shoul~ have directe'd; she had little left for anything else. There are better and pleasanter leaves in the book of my 
Any ~oman whQ' knows no be,iter than to thrpw away her power: school mem'ory; but from some of these I have learned; perhaps 
in mere, standing: and. J)'eramQulating is to, be pitied; it is an un- others may.-Pacific Selloul and Home Journal. -
calle~-for and wicked waste. . 
, 
• I have heard of another .tc:acher, who, like th~ one last men- . -The Senate. 'Finance Committee has reported favorably 0\1 a bill for hold-
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rHE HYGIENE OF rHE SCHOOL-ROOM'IN IrS 
RELA rIONS ro SIGHT . . 
At a late meeting of the Societe de Biologie (Gazetle H ebdo-
madaire, Oct. t 7, 1879) Dr. Javal, Director of the Laboratory 
, of Ophthalmology at the Sorbonne, read an interesting paper 'on 
this subject, and ,summarized his views in the following conclu-
SIQr.s: 
lo. It is proved t hat the causes of short-sightedness are habitu-
ally a prolonged application of sight during childhood combined 
with insufficient light. , 
2. In our climate illumination by diffused light never attains, 
even in the open air, to an injurious intensity. 
3. The belief that bilateral light IS injurious to thepreserva-
tion of sight does not rest on any theoretical basis. 
4. According to 1Il0;;t recent statistics there are schools in 
which, the light being bilJ.teral, myopia is comparatively rare, 
and there exist others in which unilateral light is had under 
most favorable conditions, nevertheless myopia is as freq..uent as 
in the worst arranged schools. Experience, is certainly not in 
favor of unilateral light. 
5, Sufficient. light by means of win,dows arranged on one side 
can only be obtained if the width of the room does not exceed 
the height of the lintels of the windows above the floor. 
6. Light from behind, if it comes from above, may be usefully 
combined with lateral light; the light from a glazed roof is 
excellent. ": 
7. Bilateral light should be preferred on all accounts. In 
this syste'rn, the width of the school-room being' for the same 
height of windows twice as great as in the C'l.se of unilatt:rallight, 
the intensity of the light in the middle of the room, which IS the 
least benefited portion , is double that obtained by the same dis-
' tmce from windows where unil~teral light is used. However, 
the width of the schoo.1 :room must never exceed double the height 
of the windows. 
8. Great importance must be attached to placing the school 
toward the east, and the axis directed from north·north-east, to 
south-south-west; a deviation of more th lm forty degree's from 
the' direction north-south should never I)e allowed except in ex-
ceptional climatic conditions. 
9 The master should face the south. 
10. It is absolutely indispensable to reserve on every side of 
the school·foom a strip of inalienable ground, of which the widt'h 
sl)ould be double the height of the loftiest building that could be 
erected; allolVing for the progre<;s of civilization which has mul-
tiplied high 'storied buildings to an extent hitherto unknown in 
the country. This last condition is lite most important oj all. 
SIMPLE EXPERIMENTS fLLUSTRA TING SOME 
POINTS II'! REGARD TO CIRCULATION 
AND RESPIRATION. 
II. 
PROF. F. H. KING, Riv,er Falls, Wis\ 
-
AN apparatus for demonstrating the fun ction of the venous , valves and how the intermittent action of the muscles aids 
in pl'opelling the blood may be constructed easily. Two pieces 
'of half.inch glass tubing three inches long, four half-inch corks, 
four pieces of one-eighth· inch glass tubing, two inches long-
goose quills will answer""and two pieces of one quarter inch soft -
rubbel ,tubing .four inches and twelve inche~ long, respectively, 
are ' the materials needed. Insert the ,small glass tubes through 
\ . 
the corks, their ends slightly protruding, Cut two narrow 
straight strips vf animal membrane half an inch long; place the 
center of one over the protruding end of 'one of the tubes, turn- , 
ing the ends back upon the cork, and insert the cork into a piece 
of the large tubing. Insert another cork, with its tube similarly 
tlosed, into one end of -the other piece of large glass tubing. 
These are valves, Close the other ends of the valve-tubes with 
the remaining corks and connect the valve end of one and the 
opposite'end of the other with the short rubber. Attach the long 
rubber to the free end of one of ' the valve tubes and fill the ap-
paratus with a colors:d Auid by suction, connecting the free ends 
after the operation is completed'. If an intermittent pressure i~. 
now applied to the' rubber tubing a corresponding current will be 
established. 
To demonstrate the effect of respiration upon the flow of blood. ' 
in and adjacent to the thorax, a 'somewhat more complex piece 
of apparatus than the last is needed, but it may be easily :and 
cheaply constructed. The piece that I use sh?ws Doth the effect 
of respiration and muscular pressure upJn the hepatic circulation, 
and the mat,erials used in its constructions are: A one-inch glass 
tube a foot 9r more long; three valve tubes, constructed exactly , 
as, in the last apparatus, their length in this case being 'about two 
inches; seven short pieces of soft rubber tubing, three of them' 
five inches, three two inche~, and one a foot long; two large 
one inch corks into each of which are inserted tw'o one-eighth-
Inch glass tubes protruding an in.ch from either end. In one of 
these corks should also be inserted a small tube bent to form a 
right angle. The large tube represents the thorax, two of the 
valv~ tubes the heart, the other the liver, and the bent tubes the 
.trachea. To ,put ·the apparatus together, connect the' outer ends \ 
of the straight tubes, in the cork bearing the bent ,tube, with a 
five· inch piece of rubber, and attach to the opposite end of ot;1e 
of these tubes a five-inch and to that of the other a two-i~ch , 
piece. To the free' end of the t,wo-inch rubber attach the valve: 
end of one of the valve-tubesand to the end of the five-inch piece 
the opposite end df another valve tube. Connect t~e other. five-
inch rubber with the first valve-tube and a two-inch piece' with 
the second. Now draw the two glass tubes from the other cork, 
'connecting them with the last. named rubbers, and lower the 
whole into the large glass 'tube, crowding the cork, to which they· 
hang, air tight into the end of. the tube. Slide the other cork 
upon its tubes and' insert it air-tight into the large tube. Hold-
ing the apparatus with the cork ll'rst set uppermost, attach the', 
twelve· inch rubber to the glass-tubt:: leadil!g into the highest valve-
tube and to the other glass tube fasten the two-inch rubber. 
WJ1en the valve-end of the remaining valve tube is connected \\riib' , 
the short rubber, the .apparatus may befi'lled with a colored liCJ.uid ' 
by suction; this done and the circuit closed, 'the appa.ratus is 
ready for operation. ' ' 
To establish the flow, apply the mouth to the bent suction pipe-
and withdraw the air from tlie large tube, al1o\ving it to rush in 
aga,in as' wbul~ o~cur in ordinary breathing. , A:.. repetition of this, 
action will establish a feeble intermittent .current. It 'is to be 
observed that we ha-ve here all artificia.l chest working syn-" . 
chronously with a real one, the s!lme muscle~ actuating both. I.f -
now the rubber tube is grasped with one hand and compressed' at . ' 
the instant of inspiration-the time when the liver is crowded 
down by the diaphram-the flow will be hac;terteci. But it will ' 
be observed, that under these favoni.bl~ c0nejitiol]s, the most vig-
orous effort is able to establish but a fed)le vacillating €urrent '; 
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empties and fills itself at the self-same stroke and that respiration 
is, in the main, but an interfering force, sometimes acc'eleratirig, 
sometimes retarding the flow. . 
, The student cannot afford to leave the study of the CIrculatory 
organs until he has seen a living heart perform,ing its functions. 
and the blood coursing through its char.ne\s, for a five-minute 
· exposure ot the mind, sensitized with previous study, to these pro-
cesses can hardly fail to fix impressions that shall forever a)lchor 
in its true relations whatever allied knowledge the mind may 
have or acquire. A frog laid upon its back with the viscera 
carefully exposed throu~h a longitudinal slit in the ventral' surface 
shows the beating of the heart distinctly for a long time, and an 
uninjured frog snugly wrapped in a wet handkerchief with Its hind 
legs protruding and the web of one foot spread upon a slide under 
a microscope of moderate power exhibits the circulation with 
much distinctness. 
THE STATES. 
IILl:LlNOlS -Pr:n Graham ,of Oneida bas b~en making many frimds in hi ; new 
position. He received a very neat present on the evening of the 16th Of 
February, which is all the more significant as a testimonial because it did 
not come at Chri'itmas 01' a,ny other .time when 'gift-making is a matter of 
course. 
A son of Hon. Jas. H. Beveridge, Sandwich, was struck with a ball bat 
while playing at school recently and his life was despaired of for a time. This 
is one of numerous serious accidents that have recently come to our notice 
from school play grounds. Can n')t somebldy invent a play that will combine 
intere3t and exercise with safety? 
The \Vinnebago National Bank of Rockford offers to the Educational De-
- partment of Winnebag-l Co. Fair two of Monteith's pictorial charts of Geog-
raphy, valued at $10 each; one to .be given to the village graded school of 
Winnebago county, sending to the fair held -in Rockford, Sept. 13-17,1880, 
the best general exhibit of prim'lry wvrk; the other to any city public school, 
not confined to the county or state, bending the be.t general exhibit from a: 
pJimary rleplCtmrnt; ' the pupils to b: under eight and one-half years of age. 
.T pe Agricultural S:>cie.ty offers the following premiums for which competition 
is op~n to ll.ny public school, not confined to the county or state. Best exhibit 
in Virgil, $5.0:1; Literature, $5.0:>; Geometry; $5.00; B ')tany, $5 .00. The 
abllve is not a complete list of premiums, but is all for which schools out of 
• the county are invited· to compete. ' Mrs. Carpe!lter has $55.00 in prrzes for 
her own village and country schools, in addition to the above. 
Nor_m~lites remember Harvey W,ike who attended the University High 
School from the))oldier's Orphans' Ho~e. After making a good record at 
the, Annapolis Naval Academy, he was sent as a midshipman on the steamer 
Marion to Montevideo. From this place comes the sad news of his recent 
death from yellow fever. . 
The February meeting of the Piatt Co. Teachers' Association occurred at 
Bement. Exercises were given by Mis~es Coffeen and Kl~pp, Mes5rs. Heath 
and Clendenen. The efficient county superintendent and her enthusiastic corps 
o~ teachers are putting more lire into the schools of that region than was ever 
'before kn.own. 
. The public .schools of Washington, Tazewell county, prepared extensive 
literary exercises, in honor of Longfellow. On the evening of 'the anniver-
sary of the poet's birth the best of these were presented in the town halJ and 
) a ,smal!' ~dmission fee charged for the benefit of the school library. It was a 
success m every respect, 
. ' 
. WlSCONSIN.~Tbere are 402 volumes in the librlU'y of the Public School 
Teachers of Milwaukee. -
'f,he Milwaukee Sentillel says that the appliances for furnishing a kinder-
garten at th~ JI> ormal School' are being put in, and tliat when finished it will be 
the finest kmdergarten in the state. A professional teacher from St. Louis will 
take charge of it A f h' 
• propos 0 t IS we may remark that the \Vhitewater Nor-m~ ~C~OOI has lately received it complete outfit of kindergarten material 
w C IS tO' be put to service in the Prilpary Department. 
R~gent Jas. MacAlister .has appeared beforl! the a.sembly commitlee on ed-
uc~tl0n to advocate the establishmen~ 0/ a. ~tGtf .~or!!"al s~hoof ~ Mi}Wap!<ee. 
We have not seen a copy of the bill and do not clearly understand its provis-
ions, but at present we fail to see any need of special legislation in favor of 
Milwaukee. The matter of locating state normal schools has heret%re been 
left with the Board of Regents, and if they were competent to decide whether· 
a school should be established at 0 3hkosh or River Falls, why can they not 
decide the que3tion in reference to Milwaukee? If the Legislature is to act 
in tbis case, tben let it act in every case.-Brodhead Illdepmdmt. 
Prof. W. J. Brier upened 'his night schoolfor instruction in penmanship and 
arithlnetic· on Monday evening. His class numLers over sixty and is only 
limited by the capacity of the high school room, he having applications be-
yond the accommodations thus afforded. The term will consist of twelve 
evenings of instruction. Those of our young people who are fortUl\ate enough 
to be members of the class, will be greatly henefited, as none are better com-
petent for instruction in the w~rk undertaken than Prof. Brier.-Plymouth 
R eporttr. 
A Teachers' Institute of four weeks duration will commence in Albany, 
Green county, March 29, under direction of County Superintendent D. H· 
Morgan. 
The public school attendance in Milwaukee has increased 2,871 during the 
past year. 
From-tbe La Crosse Chronide we learn tbat the value of scbool proprrty is 
$85,125, the salaries of teachers employed was $20,47°.25; superintendenes 
pay, $1,000; number of school children, 4,i79. 
Supt. D. D. Parsons, of Richland county, has issued circulars of instrl!c-
tion and suggestion as to preparation of work for the educational exhibit at 
the next county fair. 1\n institute is to be he'd in his county, at Richland 
Center, commencing April 2, conducted by Prof. Hutton. His examinations 
will be mostly held before the institute. . 
The institute announced last week at Unity will be held April 12 instead of 
March IS, and be under the direction of Prof Thayer. 
Miss 'Rose C. S?>,art has. been re-engaged by the Board of Normal Regents 
to take charge of the department of geography in the 03hkosh Normal. Miss 
Swart is at present teaching in Professor Fogg's school at St. Paul. 
An increase in teachers' salaries has already been started 10 this state. 
Profs. King and Wooster, in the normal schools at River Falls and Whitewa-
ter respectively, are' to receive each $1,"500 hereafter. Miss Ada Ray Cooke 
of the intermediate grade in the Whitewater school, is also favored by an in~ 
crease of salary to Ihoo. In Oconomowoc the salaries of nearly all the teach-
ers have·ad\·anced. 
The Normal R~gents have decided to open a kindergarten this' spring in 
connection with the.O;hkosh school. It will be connected with the model 
classes of the school, and thus afford an opportunity for the training of normar 
students in the kindergarten methods. 
. Prof. James McAlister lectured on Venice before the Milwaukee College 
recently. If you want to bl! delighted get him to talk about any of those old 
Italian art· centers. 1'he farther we get away from that lecture 01 bi; on etch-
ing and engraving before the Teacher3' . Association during the Holidays, the 
more wonderful it seems. "V!e doubt'that any .filn in the West is his equal 
in his line. . 
The Milwaukee Sent/ltd says: The newly elected Board of Trustees of the 
Milwauke: College held their annual meeting yesterday afternoon, and elected 
the followl~g office~s to serve lor the coming year: President, M. P. Jewett, 
LL. D.; Vlce~Preslden t, 'vVm. P. McL'lfen; Secretary, Wm. \V. Wight; 
Treasurer, John Johnson; Executive Committee, M. P. Jewett, Wm. P. 
Mcl:aren, Mrs. T. A. G.reene.. The Presi~ent of the College Faculty, Prof. 
~. S . . Farrar, t.he? submlt~e.d ~IS annual report, showing the instituti:m to be _ 
III a very ~ou~lshlOg cond itIOn, outof debt, with a large attendance of scholars, 
good equipment of apparatus, etc. From the report is first taken tbe attend-
ance for the year: First quarter, 176; seco:1d quarter. 170 ; third quarter, 
176 ; whole number of names 011 the roll, 200; average for the three quarters, 
174; whole. number of boarding students, 22; average number, 18. The 
perman~nt Improvements consist in the new additional building, 78x24 feet, 
tW? stones and basement-$2,378.64; astronomical ob3ervatory, raised to the -
height of the new building $ 1f4, making a total of $2,492.64. . . 
IOwA.-Dr. Cbarles A. White, formerly State Geologist of Iowa, and a 
gentleman who is well known throughout the state, has lately been appointed 
Paleontologist of the United States Geological Consolidated Survey, under 
Clarence King. , 
The Maquoketa Excelsior says: We doubt if there ever bas been a time 
when so many Of·the farmers in this vicinity took more papers and periodicals 
of the better cia!;.!; than now. The number of farmers who are aiming to make ' 
farming something more than a work of drudgery, who do not take a purefy 
agricultural paper,' or some paper having. an agricultural department, is very 
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small indeed. This is certainly all encouraging sign, and the more universa 
the cu~tom of taking papers and pel iodicals of various kinds becomes and 
farmers make an elfor. to introduce a little more of the outside world into farm 
life, the less anxious will be the sons as they grow up to leave and engage in 
other work. 
Gate City : It has been the practice in the public school recently for, the 
teachers to ask each pupil in the morning if anyone in his or her family was 
sick. The question was put to a preccocious lad yesterd'lY, and his response 
was: "Yes'm, mother is; she has a little baby, but it isn't catchin'." 
/ Nonpareil: The Clarinda H erald gives a sketch of the lives of the lady 
school teachers of that vicinity, and with a delicacy and thoughtCulness, rare 
in this rough; old world, doesn't give the birthday of .a single one of the lot 
or married one, either. 
MICHIGAN. - The Arithmetic some time ago announced as in preparation 
by Professor Bellows, of the Normal School, has just made its appearance. 
A notice of its merits will appear ill the WEEKLY soon. 
'The Chelsea union school, on Friday the 27th ult" observed . the 73d birth· 
,day oC the poet L~ngCdlow in the following manner: A biography of the 
Poet a review ,of Evangeline, recitations and readings of the Poet's favonte 
poe~s. Prof. Richards deems such an exercise mo;t profitable, and is look-
ing forward to the time when by similar exercises, he may be able to fix in the 
minds of the young people the names and history of many of our great men 
in American literature and hi~tory. If more of our principals of graded 
schools would imitate Prof. Richar-ls' example, it would prove a greater bles· 
sing to the young people under their charge, than .many branches which so 
largely make up the curriculum of school work. We feel like saying a Meth· 
odist amen to Bro. Richards' good work, and promise to offer a prayer for the 
success of the seed sown. 
Sparta Township, Kent Co., has organize I a Township Teachers' Associa· 
tion, with J. H. Maynard, township Superintencient, ;President: They hold 
a meeting once in four weeks, and are trying , tn bring all teachers in the 
township up to a higher standard of excellence. Bro. Maynard is a ' royal 
man, and has hold of the right end of the lever. And we are sure he will 
wield an influence to some purpose. One of the pupils in the Sparta union 
school edits each week a column in the village paper; such editor being chos· 
en once a month, and report says they are doing v~ry commendable work. 
Prof. Smith is still winning new laurels. The people of Sparta are agitating 
the idea of. a new school house to accommodato: the onward move in educa· 
tional mterests. We bid them a God·speed in the good work. 
The people of Bronson are trying to craw fish, and let their school inter-
ests go backward, by transforming their union school into a cqmmon school. 
The Saginaw Herald thinks it time to ,drop the University scandal, and 
every true man and woman ~ught to say amen • . It is too bad that ail Michi· 
gan must h"lve this nauseating dose thrust_under their gaze morning, noon, and 
night. Let it be buried a hundred fathoms ~eep. where . Gabriel's horn will 
never resurrect it. 
The Marshall school board have accepted Prof. French's resignation, who 
goes to Kalamazoo, and employed Prof. A. G. Gumaer, of Hudson, as his 
successor. 
A young miss in Lee, Calhoun Co., sued the school board on account of 
being expelled from school, and .recovere~ six cents ~amage .. 
Supt. D. Yutema is going to gIve a mUSical entertamment m St. Johns, the 
proceeds to go towards the purchasing of a piar.o for the high school. The 
entire village i; to be canvassed.by members of the school for the s:de oC tick· 
ets, and the entertainment held at the Opera house. We wish you abundant 
success, br Jther Y. 
The teachers of O~eana county have a live association. 
Ree;e Tuscola county, i; to have a new school·house at a cost of $l,OOO' 
The Ypsilanti School Board has closed a c)ntract with the Howard Watcb, 
and 810ck' Company, of BJston, for a clock and bell lor the Union School 
tower. . .,. 
The pr~valence of diphtheria at Shendan has necessitated the closmg of the 
public scho)ls. 
Some of the schooh in Marengo, C~lhoun county, have been closed on ac-
count ~f scarlet fever. . ' 
Gladwin county has eleven organized school districts, eight of which have 
maintained school during this winter. . 
W. C. Moore, superintendent of schools in Lexington township, Sanilac 
county says: "One thing creditable' can be said of pupils in schools in Lex-
ington~they don't run out ~t passengers and make grimaces at them; neither . 
do they make a practice of frightening horses by .whooping like a p~ck of Vtes 
when persons drive by the school houses, as school boys do in some puts of 
the country." 
OHIO.-The pioneer of the Cincinnati Ftee Kindergartens was opened 
hopefully on 'the 1st inst., with Miss S. A. Shawk, late of the St. Louis kin· 
dergartens, in ch~rge as Principal, and Mis'ses Ida Wilder, Ella Cox, and 
Alice Warner, of Cincinnati, assistants. It is the intention ·of the ladies ~an. 
aging the enterprise to establish similar schools in other parts of the city, if 
the use of suitable rooms is volunteered. A piano has been presented to the 
first one by Benn. Pittmann, tbe well.knov.:n, stenographer. 
Teacher. ' associations are a great f.:ature of education in Ohio. The State 
Association is supplemented by the Northeastern Ohio, the Central, and sev-
eral others; some societie. of the kind are organized by Congressi onal dis. 
Jricts; and so on down to the townships. The Third Congressional District 
Association is to me'et in Franklin, March 13. Some unique but promising 
topics are on the program, as "Dyspepsia," "Force and Temper," "A:mong 
the Trees of Warr.:n County," etc. 
Professor John T •. Short, of the State University, has received distinguished 
honors from the Institution Ethnographique, i'l Paris, in recojl'llition of his 
late, work on "'rhe North Americans of Antiquity." 
The University i; to get uack Prof. T. C. Mendenhal\, but not until the 
opening of the academiC year ill Septe'mber, 1881, when his engagements 
with the Japanese Government will cease. Upon his return the chair of 
Physics and Mecbanics will be divided, he taking the former, and Prof. Rob· 
inson, the present incumbent, the new chair of Mechanical Engineering" 
Mr. Caleb B!nnett has resigned his phce in the schools of Hillsborough, 
and is succeeded by Mr. J. M. Kay. 
The fifty-eighth commencement of the Ohio Medical Cllllege occurred in 
Cincinnati on the 2d inst., with 121 graduates. Valedictory by Prof. Rau-
scher. The M,ami Medical College. in the same city, graduated forty-eight 
the evening before-valedictory by Prof. W. H. Miner. I 
A new intermediate s:hool makes progress in Warren. 
Xenia is to have a new $40,000 school house this year. 
MINNESOTA,- The attorney general, at the request of the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction. ha, rendered an opinion which is of the highest iinport-
ance to school districts of the new and poorer Class. The opinion is given in 
full below, and is sufficiently self· explanatory to require no further preface: 
HON. D. BURT, Superintendent of Public InstructIOn: I am in receipt of 
your favor of ncent date, asking if school districts can levy a tax in excess of 
nine mills on the dollar in case it is necessary in order to ~upport a school for 
the length of time required by law to entitle the district to public money. 
The question is not free from doubt. By section 49, p. 2,226, general stat-
utes of 1878, the rate of taxation for current expenses is limited to nine mills, 
WIthout exception or condition. By section 19, subdivision 5, p. 470, general 
statutes of 1878, school districts have power to vote a tax sufficient to meet 
the condition upon which the district is entitled to share in the public school 
money of the State, viz.: to maintain a school for three months. By section 
24. p. 472, general statutes of 1878, the board of trustees of a school district 
have the power, and it is made their duty, to levy a tax in case the district . 
neglects to vote it, sufficient to support a school for the time in each year nec- -
essary to secure apportionments from the State school ·funds. These several ' 
statutes, must be construed tqgether, and with reference to the intention of the 
legislature in the premises. The intention of tbe first provision is to guard 
against extravagant and excessive taxation by school districts, and where the 
taKable property of a district amounts to a sum sufficient, so that a nine-mill 
tax will support a, school for three months, no gre ~ter rolte can be levied. 
And it seems to proceed upon a theory that a nhie-mill rate of taxation will, 
in every case, be sufficient for the purpose. The intention of the .other pro· 
visions referred to is to secure at least three months' school each year in ,every 
school district in the State, and make it the duty of the board of trustees of' 
the school district to provide by taxation the means whereby SUCD school may 
be maintained. The S:ate has a direct and important illtere.t in the mainte- ' 
nance of her public.. schools and a conslruction 'Of the statute, which' )Vould reo 
sult practically in depriving a school, district of any scho: 1 whatever., until it 
has sufficient taxable property so that a nine·mill tax will support a school for.> .. 
three mon hs in each year, and 'thereby enable it to share in the public mon-ey, 
i, to, be avoided, if possibe. I, therefore, give the school children the bene· 
fit of the doubt and hold that the limitation in the general tax law, section 49. 
as above referred to, is subject to the condition thai schoorp;istric(\; may raisi!. 
by taxation, sufficie :lt to supp.)rt a school for three montbs "10 each year, aod 
thereby obtain a share of the public money, although the rate may exceed , 
nine mills; but in all cases oC thIS kind no more should be levied than is act-
ually required for a three months' school. aoo '" special return of the amount 
levied should be made to the county au ___ that the nine·mill rate is suffici- , 
.ent to· enable the district to comply with the 1u\V, and statiug the amount nec- . 
essary for that purpose. In the Ij.b3ence of ) uch special returns, the audtto~ 
would be justified in refusing to o:xtend mor~ tban II nine·mills rate. 
Respectfully. )'OUll, CHAS. M. START, 
Attorney General. 
I':' r ' 
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INDlANA.-Thomas J. Charlton has been elected superintendent of the 
State Reform School at Plainfield, in place of James O'Brien resigned. Mr. 
'Charlton will take charge of the institution April 1St. The Indianapolis 
News contains the foll?wing complimentary notice of the appointment: 
"The choice is a remarkably good one, Prof. Charlton is . well· known 
throughout the state as an educator having been superintendent at Vincennes 
for seven years and at North Vern~n for some time previous. He is a native 
of Indiana and a graduate of Hanover college, though he was a student at 
West Point for a time. He left college during the war to serve as a private 
in the army, and at its close resumed his studies. ' Sin~e then he has b~en 
engaged wholly in educational work. Mr. Charlton IS a man of aUrac,tlve 
presence, who will be likely to win the affection of the boys, as he certainly 
will their respect. His reputation is that of • Christian gentleman, and the 
people are to be congratulated upon securing his services, as the trustees are 
to be .:ommended for the appointment." 
The Crawfordsville 70ltmal publishes the following brief answers to many 
I , - questions concerning the school law, which contain much helpful informa-
tion in a condensed and convenient form: 
I: A teacher's license must be in force when his school begins, if it ex-
pires any time during the term, it is good for the whole term any way. 
2. The teacher, as such, has the power of a parent over his pupils in school, 
and while going to and returning from school. 
3. The public schools have been created for the public good, and are .fne ; 
children from six to twenty-one years old are enumerated as a basis of ap-
portionment of the school-law. Trustees may exclude persons under or over 
these ages from school. They may also be admitted when lheir presellce dues 
not interfere with the rights ot ihose of school age, by crowding the school, 
etc., 'When admitted no (uiti on should be charged. 
4, License cannot antedate the examination. 
5. Sixty days is a school term, and a teacher whose license expires during 
'his first sixty days cannot continue longer than the sixty days without being 
relicensed. ','., I " 
6. Persons wbo have no children are not legal voters at scbool meetings. 
7. The State Superintendent has decided tlie question of paying janitors' 
, I expenses, as follows: " Unlegs there is an agreement between ~e Trustee 
and teacher that the latter is to perform the janitor's servi.:es, I think he can-
con be compelled to do so." , 
8. All school meetings should be duly advertised. , . 
9. ,The teacher cannot be rejected by a school meeting after he IS .employed 
by the Trustee. , , . 
'10. A failure to deduct from a teacher's wages, 'the lawful forfeiture for fall-
ing to attend Township Institutes, is a violation of the statute, and the amount 
may be recovered by a suit, on the Trustee's official bond . .. 
II. A teacher cannot be dismissed except on conviction, after a fair tnal of 
" seme of the disqualifications sel forth in the law. 
12; The change of persons from one district to another may ue. done at any 
time by the Tru~tee . A transfer from one town or township to another must 
be done when the enumeration is made, and can only be done when good 
cause is shown. ' 
" 13. Women who are listed as parents or guardians are eligible to the office 
of Director. 
- 14. No' one is eligible to the office of Director who is not listed as a parent 
or guardian. ' , 
15. There is no power to compel a Trustee to etpploy a teacher he does not 
wish to. 
' 16. The law forbids private examination tor license. . , 
17. School meetings have a legal right to decide when their school s.hal~ ~e 
taught, so that they expend the school revenue during the year for which It IS 
appointed. 
-We do not need to call attention to an advertisement which makes such 
conspicuous promises of "pay" as that of C. 'E. WiswaU & Co. Those who 
ar~ faruiliar with the place we are sure will join us in saying that there is no 
more satisfactory place i n the city to buy boots and shoes. We most earnest-
ly advise our r(aders to give them a trial. , 
-Prof. j. C. Feitshans announces his Scbool of Elocution at Springfield, 
IlL This institution has high recommendations from eminent men who' know 
its principal and have seen the results df his instruction. Professor Feits-
hans has a thorough professional education, having taken a complete course 
at the most celebrated school of oratory in the country-that of J. W. Shoe-
maker, in Philadelphia. 
WHAT IS SAID OF THE "CHEI,P COPYING TkBLET." _ 
It gives per.fect satis.fadion so Car as :work i~ concerned, and I wuuld not be 
without it fot twice its cost, but it 'has worn out too soon. Can you ~end me 
the material of which it is made ?-E~rin. Edward Bangs, DePue, Illilto.is. 
~ In answer tp the above w(; will say, that lhe Tablet is not indestructible, but, 
like all olhers of its kind wears out after using a number of times. Some use 
it as many as forty and ,~fti ti~es, and others only fourteen times. it should 
be ltept cold and dry. Warm water tends-to wear it away, but cleans the 
surface quicker than cold wa'ter. New material will be sent for filling .the 
small pan for 75 cents, the large one for '1.50. 
, " 
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.Boards,of education in large, cities should be c lec ti v~. The 
people may make blunders, but they are quick in detecting and 
remedying (hem. An annual election would prevent the per-
petuity of a rin g. -Prain e Farmer. 
WHAT IS THE TRUE REASON ? _ 
There are plenty of teachers who excuse themselves from tak-
ing a paper on the ground that it doesn't suit them. The rea-
reason is 'that they are too stingy or lack in practical charact;r,-
probably both. There is not an educational paper pubhshen 
but is beyond these men, some are very (ar beyond them. There 
are a dozen educational journals in this country that the best 
teachers have a right to be proud of.-N. Y School 'J0ltf11al . 
THE NEWSPA PER IN SCHOOL. 
Every ,ed itor is a teacher, a teacher of men as ~veJ1 as of chil-
dren. The newspaper is the freshest .of books. I t ts the latest. 
history, the newest science treatise , the c:urrent political econo-
my, the manual of the arts, the text· book of a living phil~sophy . 
That school-ropm, other things being equal, will be bflgh t~st , 
freshest, and most productive in practical learning into II'hl Ch 
the newspape r penetrates.-Pres. y M. Grego1Y · 
WOMEN AS SCH OOL OFfICERS. 
" A bin has been introduced in the New York Legislature de-
claring the digibility of women to serve as , scho?l officers on 
"boards of education, etc. If we had a few level-neaded women 
in the Chicago school board it ' would be a blessing to the entire 
commuuity. Some of the recent acts of the Board of Educa-
tion would seem to indicate the need of a new element . A plan 
can be a' first-class ward politician wi thout any eminent fitness to 
direct and oversee this most important'department. - Iflter Ocean, 
H OW TO HASTEN THE SPELLING RE FORM. 
A writer in the Lderary World h~s d.eviseda way to hasten the 
progress of the spelli'ng reform, which IS to have telegraph ~om · 
panies charge by the letter instead . of by the. word. , That , he 
thinks, would induce people t? wnte phonetically so ~s to usc 
as few letters as possible. Tins would leaye but one thmg to be 
desired, and that is some way of compellmg eve~ybody t~ pro · 
nounce words alike, so.as to have sotne sort of uD1forml~y to the 
new system. In practice it has not been. found c0!1velllent for 
each man to spell , according to the ~hcta~es bf hiS own ' con -
science. On the 0ther hand, somethmg. like comm<?n consen t.. 
has been sought 'after as to the way in which each partl cular.word 
should be spelled, even if that way has b~en somewhat arbitrary 
and unreasonable.-Inter Ocean. 
A NATTONAL EDUCATIONAL FUND. 
The bill pending at the last session of Congress to establish a 
National Educational Fund has been reported upon by the 'Com-
mittee on Education and Labor, and is now before the United 
States Senate'. It provides that the net proceeds of the sales 01 
public lands and the net proceeds of patents shall b,e forever 
consecrated and set apart for the education of the people j for 
the first ten years to be apportioned accord ing to the illiteracy 
of the population of the several states and territories . . 'Pne 
' proceeds are to be invested in United States bonds j the 111ter-
est only to be paid in the scates. The addition of the net pro , 
ceeds from the Patent Office has been made because the am<?unt 
realized from the sale of public lands has been reduced in recent 
years to. so small a figure. The only fault we have to find 'yith 
ihis measure is that it does not go far enough. The U~l ! ~ed 
States could well afford to make an appropriation of a lJl1111~n 
dollars a year for the next five or ten years to be expended 1I1 
those portions~f the Union which are ill equipped with sch,?ol 
systems and wInch have not the means to establish them; ~nd 
whalever may be sn;id by party journals by ,va.y of t~ro\VJng 
obloquy upon the .south, the truth is that one of the chief rea-
' s?ns why',th~ Souther~ Stat~s are ~o illy equipped ~ith educ~-, 
tlOna1 estabbshments IS their poverty.-Chn'stian Umon. 
, . 
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liAB Y HAS GONE TO SCHO O~ . 
T he baby has gone to school ; ah , me ! 
\<Vhal WIll the mother do, 
\Vith never a call to button or pin , 
Or tie a little shoe ? 
H ow can she keep herself busy all day, 
WIth the little " hindering thing" away? 
Another basket t:> fill with lunch" 
Another " good· bye" to say, 
And the mother stands at the door to see 
Her baby march away; " 
And turns with a sigh that i ~ half reEef, 
A nd half a something akin to grief. 
She thinks of a possible fut ilre morn, 
When the children, one by one, 
Will go from their home out in the world, 
To bo.ttl e with life alone, 
And not even the baby be left to cheer 
T he desolate home of that future year. 
She picks up garments here and there, 
Thrown down in careless haste, 
And tries to th ink how it would seem 
• lfnothing were displaced. 
If the house were always as still as this, 
H ow could she bear the loneliness? 
THE E N GLISH L A NGUAGE . 
A pretty deer is dear to me, 
A hare with downy hair, 
I love a hart wi th all my heart, 
But barely bear a bear. 
' Tis plain that no one takes a plane 
To have a pair of pears ; 
A rake, though, often takes a rake 
To tear away the tares. 
AU rays raise thyme, time razes all ; 
And through the whole, hole wears, 
A 'ynt in writll1g "right," may write _ 
It " wright" and still be wrong. 
For " write" and "rite" are neither "right, " 
And don' t to 'write belong. 
Beer often brings a bier to man', 
Coughing a coffin brings, 
A nd too mu,ch ale will make US ail 
As well as other things. 
,The person lies who s~ys he lies 
WheJ;l he is but reclimng, 
And when consumptive foJks decline, 
T hey all decline declining. ' 
A quail don't quail before a storm ; 
A bough will bow before it ; 
We cannot rein the rain at all ; 
No earthly powers reign o'er it. 
The dyer dyes awhile, then dies; 
To dye, he's always trying 
Until upon his dying,bed, 
He thinks no more of dyeing, 
A son of Mars mars many a sun ; 
All deys must-have their days, 
And every knight should pray each night 
To him who weighs his ways. 
' Tis meet that man should mete out meat 
To feed misfortune's son ; , 
The fair should fare on love alone, 
Else one cannot be won. 
A lass, alas' ] is something false ; 
Of faults a maid is made ; 
H er waist is but a barren waste-
Though stayed, she is not staid. 
The springs spring forth in spring, and shoots 
Shoot forward one and all ; . 
Though summer kills the flowerli, it leaves 
The leaves to faU in fall. 
I would a story here commence, 
But you might find it stale; . 
So let's suppose that we hav.: reached 
The tall end of our tale. 
- Sduled. 
The ,telegraph cable which is now being laid to connect England with the 
C~ of Good Hope is covered with a wrapping of br~s over the gutta-percha ~ 
~ unusual precaution has been.taken to preserve It fr?m the attacks of the 
T is 'us ' marine insects by which the gutta-percha IS generally so much 
numero , t 
damaged. :", , 
MYSTER Y OF THE LAKES. 
There is a mystery about the American lakes. Lake Erie is 
only sixty to seventy feet deep, but L:lke O i1 tariois five hundred 
ami ninety-two feet deep, tW) hundred and thirty feet below the 
tide,level of the ocean, or a, low as most parts of the Gulf. of 
St. Lawrence; and the bottoms of Lake Huron, Michigan, and 
Superior, although the surface is much higher, are all from their 
vast depths on a level with the bottom of Ontario. Now, as the . 
discharge through the dver Detroit, after allowing for t,he prnb-, 
able portion carried off by eva-pnation, does no t appear by any 
means equal to the quantity of water which the three upper lakes-
receive, it has been conjectured that a subterranean river may 
run from L'lke Superior, by the Huron, to Lake Ontario. This 
conjecture is not impossible, and accounts for the singular. fact 
that salmon and herring are caught in all the lakes' communicat-
ing with the St. Lawrence, but no others. As the Falls of Ni- ' 
agara must have always existed, it would puzzle the naturalist 
to say how these fish got into the upper lakes without some sub-
' terranean ri ver ; more'over, any periodical obstructic)n of the 
river woule! fur~ish a not improbable solution of the mysteriol!s 
flux and influ?, of the lakes.-Buffalo Commercial. 
THE FAMILY LIBRARY. 
Make a family !ibrary . The home ought no more tO,be with-
out a library than without a dining ,room and kitchen., If you 
have but one room, and it is ligllted by the great wood fire' in the' 
flaming fireplace, as Abraham LinCOln's was, do as Abraham 
Lincoln did : pick out one corner of , your fireplace for a library, 
and use it. Every man ought to provide for ,the brain as well as 
(or the stomach. ' 
, This does not require capital j there are nolV cheap <:ditions of , 
the best books; it only requires time and fo,recast. The best l.i-
braries are not made ; they grow. ' :, 
In forming a library, if your means are small, do n<>t buy wha,t ' 
you can beg or borrow. Depend, as Joseph Cook does, as many . 
of the greatest authors have done, on public lib~aries-the Dis-
trict Library, the Lyceum, the Book Club, the Circulating ~i­
brary. [This is ht!resy.-Ens. WEEKLY.] 
At first buy only ,books that you want immediately to read. 
Do not be deluded into buying \looks because they are claSsics, 
or cheap, or that you may get rid of an agent. One ' book read 
is ~vorth a dozen books looked at. No book is possessed till it is 
re~. . 
Reference books constitute an ex~eption , and an important' ex-
ception , to this rule. These are the foundations of a good ' Ii- • ,-
brary. The essential reference. books are Webster's ' Dictionary 
-for the family use Webster is incomparably the best-a good 
Atlas and an Encyclopred'ia, Any school Atlas will do ' (and a 
se'cond-hand one can be had for almost nothing) though if you' 
are able to purchase it, Zell's Rano Atlas is much better. There , 
is no best Cyclopredia; your choice must depend UIJon your re-
sources, pec:miary and mental. 
In purchasing b<;>oks exercise a choice in editions. The lowest 
priced books are not always the cheapest. Buy books of tran-
sient interest br 'minor importance-all novels, fpr example, and 
current books of traver--in ch,eap forms. The best novels can 
be had in prices ranging from ten to fifteeM cents each; a binder, 
at ~he cost of a dollar, will enable you to bind together all of a 
size, and make a volume out of what would otherwise become, 
when read, only' material for the waste-basket. On the ·other. 
hand, histories, ' classics of all sorts, and generally all peJ!manent ' 
, . 
" 
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books, should be bought in good binding and good type. It 
takes well-seasoned lumber to make a good family library. 
Have a place for your library. Respectable hanging-shelves 
can be bought in our cities and towns for a dollar and upward. 
A dollar spent in pine lumber, and a little mechanical skIll, will 
make a larger and better one. Varnished pine is handsome 
enough for any parlor. A place for books will cry to be filled 
fill 'it gets its prayer answered. Book-shelves preserve books. 
One shelf of bqoks gathered together is a better library than 
twice the number scattered from attic to cellar.- Christian Union; 
THE WORLD. 
-Philadelphia is talking of electing a superintendent of public schools! 
-New York State says th~t women there may vote for and act as school 
trustees. 
-Mr. Wm. H. Vanderbilt has given , $25,000 for the" benefit of Lincoln 
University. 
-Wm. S. Obern and Wm. F. Hyett, of Richland township, Marion county, 
'Ohio, announces that they have discovered perpetual motion! The truth of 
the discovery is vouched for by leading citizens. "It consists of a large iron 
. wheel containing a large number of slides, inclined planes," etc. It will start 
itself. Obern is a miller by trade, and Hyett is a mechanic. They have been 
working at the machine for some time. A model has been made and sent to 
W~hington for a patent. Meantime the patentees keep watch under lock and. 
key.-Miss Harriet Hosmer is also said to be still resolved to discover perpetual ' 
motion, and has taken 'workshops near Westminster to pursue her efforts . 
. She expects to be successful by midsum~er. ., 
-Persons who 'forget or else do not consider it necessary to write the 
name of the state or town on their envelope; will do weil to note : carefully 
the following facts: . There are 18 Brooklyns; Baltimores,.S; Buf~ 
, falos, I/'i; Burlingtonli, 17; Charlestons, 17; Chicagos, 4; Cincinnatis,8; Cleve-
lands, 10; Columbuses, 19; Day tons, 25; Detroits, 5; Indianapolises, 2; ,Louis-
villes,IS; LoweUs, IS; Meniphises, 8; ,Milwaukees,3; Nashvilles, 14; Omahas, 
5; Pittsburg., R; Philadelphias, 7; Portlands, 14; Quincys, IS; Richmonds, 
22; Springfields, 25; St. Josephs, IS; St. Louises, 4; St. Pauls, 12; Tole-
dos, 7; Washingtons; 30;: Wilmingtons, 13; and Williamsburgs, 28. There 
are eleven Bost?ns in the United State$lbe~ides our own-one each in Texas, 
Georgia, Loui ·i lOa, Kansas . Kentucky, Missouri, Ohio, New York, Penn-
sylvania, Tep.nessee,and Virginia.-B~ston Post. 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
ILLINOIS-CIRCULAR NO. 12. 
NOTES ON THE SCHOOL LAW. 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
. SPRINGFIELD, ILL" February 20, I8Ho. 
To Trustus 0/ Schools and Township Tr(a~r(,.s .. 
Since your official duties for the month of April are materially modified by 
the amendments to the sch09llaw in brce since July I, 1879, the following 
commments upon the law see'll necessary, and I trust they will prove of ser. 
vece to you. . 
I,' SECTION THIRTY-THREE.-Some important amendments have been 
made to the thirty. third. section of the school law, relatina to changes of dis-
/. 0 
trict boundary: , ' _ 
First. Changes of district boundiries can only be mage once a year, at the 
April meeting of the board of trustees. Once a year is certainly often enough 
be complicated with the tax levy, and since the districts affected -will have 
ample time to adjust themselves to the change and prepare fur the schools of 
the nex year. . 
Slcond. Under the second condition of thiS section, as it was before 
amendment,. a new district could be formed out of territory lying part in one 
township and part in another, when a majority of the voters o( each slistrict : 
. concerned favored the change. But, except under the "five family clause," 
territory could not be detached from one district and added to another district 
in another township. Under this condition as amended such a change can 
be made, when the districts concerned favor the change, whatever the num-
ber of families in:the territory involved. 
Third. It has often happened that changes under the "five family clause" 
were prevented on account of the proyiso, that no change should be made 
in case the district to which the territory belonged had a bonded debt. In 
many instances a small bonded debt has been kept upon districts for the s~e 
purpose of preventing such a change; and se'(eral cases have come to my' 
notice where districts, from which a few families were trying to be set off, 
have borrowed a small amount to take advantage of the law and obstruct ,the 
change. Such sharp practice:, is impossible now; for the change is allowed, 
even though there be a debt; and equitable provision is made for the paymt;,nt 
of the debt. ' 
Fourth. The trustees are given discretion to irant or refuse any petition 
for a change of district boundaries. Perhap3 I should say. here, since the 
question has been often asked, that their discretion only extend~ to granti~lg ­
or r(fusing the petition before them. They hav( 110 authority to modify it in 
any way. The county superintendent has only the same discretion. 
Fiftk. Heretofore only the petitioners, when their petition was refused,. 
had a right of appeal to the county superintendent. Henc it sometimes hap-
pened, especially when changes were made under the "five family c1au5e," 
that those opposed to the change had no chance for a hearing, even to the ex-
tent of refusing to sign a ·petition. Now those opposed to .the change, as well 
as those in favor of it, have the right of appeal from the decision of the 
trustees to the county superintendent. The appeal must be taken within ten 
days; and the manner in which this must be done is carefully set forth in the 
law. 
Si;'tk. The law provides for a division of assets, less liabilities. It some-
times happens, however, that there. is a debt in excess of the assets; and lor 
this state of affairs the law does not provide. But a fair inference from the 
, law is that in such a case the debt must be distributed in the same way in 
which the assets are. 
In this cormection I may say that I have been asked a number of times 
whether the estimate3 m:J.de by the appraisers of property are subject to review . 
by the trustees. I think they are not. Nothing but manifest error or fraud 
in the estimates would warrant the trustees in setting them aside. It is possi-
ble that the aid of the court be invoked where a grLeVOUS wrong would be 
the result of carrying out the decision of the appraisers. But I think it is 
clearly the intention of the law that the appraisers shall be, 'to the extent of 
their duties, independect of the trustees, and that the trustees must accept the 
conclusions of the ~ppraisers, unless th~y are based upon an error, or tainted 
with fraud. ' 
Sevmtk. The action of the tru~tees, or' of the county superintendent, in 
changing district lines may be brought into court for review. But the courts 
will not disturb any decision which they may have m~de in the case, unless 
it can be clearly shown that in the exercise of the discretion which the lawai 
lows them, the merits of the case have been gro.sly disregarded; or that they 
have failed to comply with the law, or have exceeded their power, in the dis 
charge of their duties. FurtIi.er, our Supreme Court has said in one case that 
they would not set aside nor even inquire into the action of the trustees, be-
cause proceeding. for that purpose were not begun within a reasonable' time, . 
three years having elapsed before the suit was brought. 
When a petition in proper form is presented to the trustees at their April 
meet!ng it must· be considered by them. Courts wi,ll compel them by a writ-
of mandamus to do this if they do not do it voluntarily. But a petition must 
present a case for change coming witltin some one oj the conditions of the 
section. Ii it does n->t, it mly be ignored (not refused). by the tru,tces, 
'-lor changes fo be made; a"nd, if the result of this amendment to the law 
shall be to diminish the number of changes, owing to' the diminished facility 
for making them, it will certainly so far be productive of good; for I canuot 
blif think that it is well to put a check upon the disposit!on to break up long 
ei.q,.blislied districts for slight causes, and upon the growing tendency to 
make a multitude of smail districts, in which there will be small schools 
, an.d upon which.the school tax is Jjkely' to become such a burden that th; 
terms of scllool will probably be cut down to a minimum, and that cheap 
rather than good teacbers will be employed. :fhe April meeting of the trus. 
tees was chosen rather than the OctobC'r meeting, tiince the' distribution of dis-
trict fu~ds, ,made I)ecessary by tbe chanJ:e of bOllndaries, at that time willqot , 
, . ' 
It is important that all proce,edings be regulaF; ~ince irregular proceedings 
are likely to result in great confusion, and, it may be, in vexatious law suits. 
2. TREASURF.RS' BONDS. -Since treasurers are now to be appointed for: 
two years instead of'one, more importance attaches to their bonds. Thefonn 
of the bond i~ given in the school law secti<fn firty .s~ven; and each board of 
trustees -should see that the f9rm of tbe bonsi iiv~n by its treas\l~~r c9rrespond$ 
; 
... .. 
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eJ&llctlv with the form given in the law of 1879, which differ. materially from 
the form heretofore prescribed. 
A law pas3ed by the last legislature requires all official bonds to be acknow-
ledged. The treasurer's bond must therefore be acknowledged by him and 
his securities before some officer authorized by law to take acknowledgmenl~. 
Notaries public and justices of the peace are so authorized. The bond should 
be acknowledged before approval by the trustees. The form of acknowl-
edgements prescribed is as follows: 
STATE OF. . • . . } ss. 
COUNTY OF .. . . 
I,. . . . . . . ., hereby certify that. . . . . . . . • . ., who are 
personally known to me to be the same persons whose names are subscribed 
to the foregoing instrument appeared before me this day in person and ac-
knowledged that they signed, sealed and delivered s,aid instrument as their 
free and voluntary act for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 
Gi.ven under my hand and. • . seal, this. . . day of. . . . ,A.D.,. . . 
4. COMPKNSATION OF TREASURERs.-Secfion seventy-two of the school 
law says that township treasurers shall receive, in full for their services; a 
compensation, to be fixed prior to their election [appointment], by the board 
of trustees. By the law previous to 1872 the treasurers had been paid cartain 
commISSIOns. While the language above quoted does not preclude the idea 
of paying them in this way, it seems to me that the change in the language 'is 
significant; ana my recommendation is that in all cases the treasurer be pai'd 
a fixed salary. The salary should be commensurate with the duties arid reo 
sponsibilities of the office. 
4. TREASURER'S EXHIBIT TO DlRECTORS.-Within two days after the first 
Monday in April and October every township treasurer must make to each 
board of directors in his township an itemized statement of his account with 
them during the preceding six months; and this statement must be balanced, 
and subscribed and sworn to. The April statement is most important of the 
two; and, since the directors are required to post both upon the door of the 
house where the election of director. is held upon the third 'Saturday in Aprsl, 
this statement should be transmitted· to the director:> promptly, within the 
time named in the law. 
5. ELECTION OF TRUSTEE.-Section twenty· four of the ' school law was 
amended in 1877 by adding the following: "And where there are three or 
more school districts in any township, no two trustees shall reside when elect· 
ed, i~ the same school district." This provision of the Jaw has been in many 
cas~s either overlooked or disregarded. It should be observed at the coming 
dection. 
When two trustees are to be chosen at an election, one to fill a vacancy and 
the other for a full term, the ballots should always specify which of the can-
didates pamed thereon is voted for to fill a vacancy, and which for a full 
term. Thus: 
"For trustee for full term, Richard Roe." 
"For trustee to fill vacancy, John Doe." 
. 6. SCHOOL LAW.-lf you have not yet received a copy of the SCHOOL LAW 
OF 1879, send to 'your county superintendent for one. You are entitled to a 
~opy and the supply js ample. JAMES P. SLADE, 
Superilttmdmt of Public Instruction. 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
They have had a Longfellow festival at tbe Foster school recently. It was 
a ~eat and successful affair. 
• 
Mllp.drawing set to music is the last suggestion of the superintendent. 
Doubtless the score will be published in the Free Lance. 
The assIstant superintendent recently suggeste~ that principals mark at least 
one study in written examination for th~ promotion of a class. The need of 
making this suggestion shows \Vb"t a happy knack the principals ha-ve of 
throwing the work upon their assistants. ' I 
Much ado of late ,has been made on account of the want of programs. In 
older times there was no such thing as a room without a program on the board, 
but since Mr. Doty got out a model program, and ordered' duplicates to be 
made on prescribed blanks, a teacher is as much afraid to~xhibit a program 
of her school work as' if it were a certificate of her marriage. 
One of die most foolish and cowardly practices of a temporizing and pusil-
lanimous policy is now recommended in the schQols of Chicago. It ~ to get 
the written consent of parents that their children may be whIpped. In the 
case of one scbool a printed blank is used for the parent to sign. Nowa 
teac~le~ is in loco parentis by the common law. In such case the power of 
pUlllshmg by proxy need not be either relegated or delegated. The fact thr.t 
a parent wants the teacher to whip his child is the very reason why the teachcr 
shCJuld not do it. The blank asking the parent, "Please, sir, may I whip yt ur 
brat?" is the most ridiculous of all tbe "blankety' blanks;>' 
Back to barbarism. The office acknowledges that the complaints of 
teach.ers' thumping, pinching, slapping. punching, pushing, shaking, jerking: 
maultng, mashing, squeezing, slashing, whaling, whacking, pulling, cracking, 
are very numerous of late. The assistant superintendent pitifully begs the 
principals to make their teachers refrain from such practices. But what can 
they do ? The principals get no intelligent or effective support from the office 
and cannot give any efficient support to theit teachers; so the poor .girls have 
to fall back on the means that God and nature provided them witli, for the 
preservation of discipline. In the same connection the superintendent boasts 
of the small number of suspensIOns for misconduct, a state of things which 
was brought about by his predecessor without corp?ral punishment. 
THE NORMAL QUESTION BOOK. 
PREFACE. 
A number of question-books have been prepared on the common-school 
branches, but as a learned educator expresses it, '~none of them seem to be 
quite the the thing;" or, in other words, there is in them a want of adaptation 
of the means to the end. The chief purpose of The Normal Question Book 
is that of preparing teachers for examination, by affording them a hand-book ' 
in the use of which they w\ll be directed in the revIew of the branches in a 
natural and normal manner. The questions are so' arranged as to bring o'ut 
th.e vital and difficult points of each subject, and the answers are selected 
from various excellent and late authorities, with the ' name, page, and para'-
~gaph of !he book from whjch the answer is taken, given in connection with 
it. Thus by the use of thh book in a review, the student is introduced to the 
latest ~md. best authorities on the several branches, and in tracing out the 
answers is led to an investigation and comparison of their merits. In this . 
way he forms an aquaintance ' with a range of reference-books such as will' 
be ~e.cessary to make him well i~formed and "up to the times" educationally' -
ThIS Independent comparison of aul'hors is a great point in our normal metli-
ods of study, and it is this which make:;. our students independentof any books ' 
having an opinion of their o;vn, and able to cite authority . if their opinion b; 
call'ed in question. The questions imd . answers are b~ no mea~s the all- ' 
important features of the book. The ' Appendix of Outlines .on Map Draw-
ing, Percentage, Infinitiyes and Participles, Analysis in Grammar, Theorv 
and Practice of Teaching, TopiC Lists and Hints and Suggestions on various ' 
other subjects, such as the . preparation of Manuscripts, and rules anu 'regula-
tions to be obs:.rved during examinations, all together cannot fail, we think, '. 
of making it a work of much practical worth. If Tire Question Book does 
not prove to be "qllite the thing," we hope it will be at least a suggestiv~$te 
in the line of improvement. But trusting that it may prove valuable it i~ 
' submitted to the teaching pUbli.c. Address, . " 
S. R.· WINCHELL & CQ. 
Chicago, Ill:. 
HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE affords 'nOUrishment to the Cerebral 'and' 
Nervo.us systems. - , 
'-----------------
The s~all~t articles in daily 'use, as ~e.ns, pins,and needles, are frequently 
the most mdlspensable. The author wrttmg for fame, the maiden for love 
the clerk and scribbler for bread-where would each be without a pen? 
~teel pens are no~ produced in all. the wea:lth-of i~prove~ent and perfee- \ 
• non. that 'characterIzes the century, 10 an endless varte~y of SIzes, shapell, and ' 
colors, bronze, coppered, gold,and nickel.plated, with fine, medium blunt-and , 
turned-up points, and done up in all ,styles of fancy boxes, all of 'which' ca:n 
be seen at the Esterbrook Steel Pen Company's Office, No. 26 John Street, 
New York. . ' 
-Your paper is exceHent, I "cannot do without it. "-Pres. J. C. Gilchrist, 
Iowa State NOI'mal School. ' 
":"'You are publishing an excellent paper, which I am happy to help sup. 
port.-Prin. Willia11: Elden, htdep~mct, Ia. i 
I enjoy and prize it ~ore than ever. Every· meml>er bf , our sChool board 







THE ifNE/(J . OF ViRGIL, 'TRANSLATED BY GEORGE HOWLAND, OH/OAG~. 
. , 
Then if, 'perchance, they behold some man of di§tinction and merit, 
',All become silen~ at once and stand wit~ expectant attention, \ 
While bY 'his words he controls them, and calms their angry excitement, 
So all the rage of the sea dies away as the Father of waters, 
.55 Looking for.th over the waves, through the clear serene air guides his coursers, 
Giving loose reins to his car, which with light easy motion flies onward. 
Worn and exhau~ted, the Trojans, those shores that appear to be nearest, 
, 'Eagerly strive to attain, and to Li.bya's coasts are directed. 
Here is a deep recess, before which there stretches an island, 
160 Forming a port by its sides, by which every billow' is broken, 
And with divided waters glide~ on to the bay's secure inlets. 
Both upon this side and that, vastfo'cks and twin cliffs stand confronted, 
- Towering upward- to heaven, while under their brow far extended, 
Silently sleep all the waters; beyond these a scene is untolde<l, . 
[65 Where, with dark shadows, a grove overhangs with its tremulous. branches; 
Onward directly in frot:lt, overarched with high rocks is a grotto, 
Seats in the living ,rock, and a fount of sweet waters within it, 
Home or' the nymphs; here no caQ,le the weary vessels is holding, • ' 
Never an anchor required with its crooked fluke to secure them. 
f70 Hither collecting his ships, now but seven in number, Aeneas 
E!.nters, and quickly the Trojans with great love of land disembarking, 
Occupy gladly the shore that so long had been eagerly longed for, 
Stretching upon the dry beach their limbs wi1h the salt water. dripping. , 
First then Achates proceeds to strike out a spark from a flintstone, 
" ]75 Catches the fire in some leaves, and places thereon some dry kindlings, 
. Gathers dry fuel around and soon has afire brightly burning; . 
Then they bring forth from the ships the wet grain and the cooking utensils, 
Weary of d31ngers and hardships,-and what was recovered uninjured, 
Breaking with stones they prepare to roast in the fire that 'Was started . 
180 Meanwhile ascending the height, Aeneas, "in every direction, 
Seeks far and wide o'er the sea if ~erchance he may somewhere see Antheus 
Driven about by fhe wind, or haply the Phrygian biremes, 
Capys, or ranged on the ships lofty stern the arms of Caicus. 
Nowhere a vessel in sight; three stags he,however,discovers, 
185 Roaming about on the shore, with a. whole herd following after, 
Stretching away far behind, as ·they feed in long lines throug]l the valleys. 
Stopping, he reaches his hand at once for the bow and swift arrows, 
Carried for him by h is friend and. attendant, the faithful Achates. 
First .the ,tallieaders themselves, with their high branching horns, he lays prostrate. 
190 Then all the"herd,an 'affrighted throng, as they huddle in terror, 
He with his weapons pursues through the lofty groves in confusion; 
Nor does he stay his hand till, as victor, he seven huge bodies 
Brings to the ground, and makes them in number just equal his vessels. 
Then he returns to the harbor and shar.es them with all his companions; 
195 Next he distributes amol']g them the wille that the hero Acestes 
Kindly had laden in casks, and given them on their departure 
From the Sicilian shore and cheers wi~h these words their sad spirits: 
.. 0 my companions, for not unfamiliar are you with past dangers,-
"You, who far worse things have su1Ter~d, to these, too, will God . grant a limit 
20d . " You have approached both the cliffs, and the furious roaring of Scylla; 
"You too h"ave tried the Cyclopean rocks, and the whirlpool Charybdis. 
II Banish your sorrowful fears, and recall all your former good courage. 
"It may perhaps be sweet to recall even these things hereafter. 
II Through many changes of fortune, through dangers and perilous chances, 
205 "Still we to Latium journey, where peaceful homes now await us; 
.• " There have t'he Fates determined that Troy shall arise in new sple~dor : 
II Strengthen your hearts, and preserve yourselves, then, for a,glorious .future." 
. Thus then he speaks, and though sick with the cares that weigh heavy. upon him, 
Counterfeits hope in his looks, and deep in his heart hides his sorrow. 
2 10 They for the coming banquet prepare themselves and their booty, 
T ear off the skit:l from tile ribs, and lay bare the still quivering muscle; 
Part of them cut it in pieces, and pierce it with spits for the roasting; 
Others replenish the fires, and arrange on the shore the brass vessels. 
Then they recall their strength with the food, and stretched on the grass there, 
21 5 Drink to the fill of 019 wine, and sate themselves with fat venison. 
When they had ended their feasting and hunger, and borne off the tables, 
Then for their friends who were gone, they inquire in a long conversation, 
Hoping and fearjng, in doubt whether still to regard them as living, 
Or to have e~ded their toils, and no longer to hear now when called on. 
220 More than they all, good Aeneas deplores now the fate of Amycus, 
Now that of ardent Orontes, and now the sad fortune of Lycus 
Mo'urns he in secret , and Gyas, the valiant, and valiant Cloanthus. 
Now was the end, when Jove from his lofty abode 111 the heavens, 
Stood looking down on the sea winged with sails, and the lands far beneath him, 
225 Down on the shores, and the nations wide-spread .-Upon heaven's high summit 
Stood he, thus looking, and fastened his eyes on the Libyan-kingdoms. 
While thus revolving in mind the manifold cares of his empire, 
Venus with sorrowful heart, while the tears in her beaming eyes glistened , 
Comes with this prayer to him: "0 thou' who rulest with power ~ternal 
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I.t it; Um·ivalled. 
Robert's Rules of Order 
25TH THOUSAND NOW READY! 
" lite B est Parliamentary Manual ttl the 
English L anguage. " 
u A d~cided improvement, in several important points . on 
J~fferson and Cushing. "-Prof. H eman LlItcolu, D. D ., 
JV~wt()ll 1 luological S~/Jli"ar)', Ma ss. 
"l regard it the best book extanf.." - H on. J. '\T . Husted, 
lale Speak,,' of the /v"u Y ork Leg-lSlalun. • 
ROBEnT'S RULES OF ORDER. 
"5hould be studied by all who wish tob~comefamiliarwith 
the correct u 'tages of public meeting~."-Chancellor HaveD, 
Syrtic 'uJe University. 
H Admirably fitted to meet tht: ~vant~ of the ,learned and 
unlearned in Parliamentary Pracllce alike . 1~IS so clear,. so 
concise so full that it must become the fa .... OTl IC compamon 
( i f tht: ;ising d~bater as of the experienced Icgisla.tor."~Cy ­
rus Northrop, Pro./rtss , . of Rhd, ric and Eng-bsll L,te1'a-
lure, Yale (;ollege. 
nOBEBl"S RULES OF ORDER. 
,"Its crowningexceHence is a 'Table of. Rul es rehting to 
Motions· which 10 a single page, con tams the answers to 
more than 201 Qllf!StiollS on parliamen t:).r)' laws."-New 
York Eveni1lg Mail. 
"The Table of Rules regarding Mot~ons is a n invaluable 
companion for the Chairman of a meeting. 1 have seen the 
lime when such a Table would have saved me great per-
plexity and ar· n.2yallce:'·-~oward L ro.sby, D, D., LL. D., 
<."h""cdl,r of the UniverSIty if tlu CIty 0/ Nt ·", York . 
---
'Sold by all booksellers, or will be sent, poslp3id, au 
receipt «..rfprice, 15 ct:I1lS , hy the puLlishers, 
S. O. GRIGGS & 00., Ohicago. 
ARI'J:'HJ:Y-[ETIO, 
. ITS 
TVhat, How, and Why. 
A ~fallual for u~c of'leachers showing: 
l. The Divisions of each topic des irable Lo be: made m 
prest!ntit'lg ir. 
2 . The sevt:ral s teps in teach ing under the above 
divisions. 
3. The distinction of Primary ffom Pract ical Arilhmetic 
work. . 
.(. The forms of Operation, Rule, and Explanallon appro-
-prlate to Practical Aru:hmetic . 
, 5. COPlOUS Suggestions bearing .upon · the important 
poin~. book of 118 pages , cloth, Prit.: c ,~ $ 1.00. 
Address, 
C. F. R. BELLOWS, 
titate Normal Sehool. 
Ypsilanti, lInch. 
PRESLEY BLAKISTON 
. publisher. Hooksellcl, and Importer of Medical. Scientific 
and St.ndard Books, 1012 Walnut St ., Philadelphia. 
Recent Publications.-Beale·s, How to \Vork with the 
Microscope, 5th Edition. .500 Illus trations, price $7.5°. 
W ilson's Hand Book of Hygiene and Sanitary Science, 4th 
Edition, $2 1? Holmes' V ccal Physiology and Hygiene 
with Illustrauolls. price ,'2 00. The American Health Prim-
ers-, including Works on the Eye, Ear, Long Life , Throat 
and V.oice, Month and T eeth: .• Summer and its Diseases, 
Winter and Its Dangers. Brain w ork and Over Work. Cata· 
logues sent free upon application. 
LEE & SHEPARD, 
41 Franklin St. , Boston. 
. BA.CON'S ES!lAYS. By Archbishop Whately, 
ENGLISH SYNONYMS " " 
'. 
1.00 
PRONOUNCING HAND BOOK. By Soule 
and Campbe'l, •. 35 
HISTORICAL STUDENT'S l\lANUAI" By 
Alfred W.ites. '75, 
ART; ITS LA'VS and REASONS for THEM. 
By Samuel P . Long, ' , $1.00 
Sold by all booksellers, and sent by mail, postpaid, on 
rec,eipt of price . . 
----------~--------,------------------
aOO Practical Problems 
in Arith.metic, neatly and plainly printed on separate sl,ps 
of durable ~dboard, uniform in size and so arranged thut 
those of the same kind are of the \'ame color. The numbers 
of the problems correspond to the numbers of the anSwers in 
in the key. Have given umversal satisfaction in the eleven 
different _tates in which sold. In a neat box ", per set 
post paid, on teceipt of price . • .. ' , 
A, C, MASON, 
Prill. Eng, Tra,ining Schoo,1. J acksonVille, Ill. 
.-
The Educational Weekly. 
Brazn and Mznd, 
01', kImtat Science Considere:1 ill A"'ordallce 'ltd/It 
tlu Principles of P1!1't1lology and in Relation 
10 Modem llzY fiology. illustrated. By H. 
S. Dra j ton, A . M., and 'Jas. M,·Ne£l. ExIra 
clotlt. 01le vol. 1211l0. $1.50. 
This is the latest and best work published . Constituting 
a complete text-bOOk of Phrenology, is profusely illustrated, 
a nd well adapted to the llse of students, whether in classes 
Or for private u!te. One of its chief feature is the exposition 
of the be<lring of phrenological science on education, meta-
physics, and modern physiology,which imparts to the volume 
a special fitne:::. s for the times. . 
How to E(lucnte the Fer-lings or. 
'Affiectl"ons By Charles Bray. Edited with 
• N ote-s and Illustrations , from the 
'.l'hird London Edition , by N els"u Sizer, author of "How 
to 'reach," &c. 121110 , "xtra cloth, illustrated. Price 
$1.50' A work which should be in the hands of pa~ents 
and teachers; dso valuable to all young people who aim 
at perfection of charac.ter. 
How to Study Phrenology. 'X~~~ 
gestions to Students, Lists of Best \\ro rks, Constitutions 
for Societies. etc. ~y H . S . Drayton, A. M 12mo, 
paper, 1 0 ct.". Sentby mail , postpaid, on receipt of price. 
Send stamp for complete catalogues. 
Address, S. R. WELLS & <.;0., Publishers, 
737 Broadway, New York. 
H 0 W TO LEARN SHORTHAND. An im, proved system ofsholthand writing, arran-
ged specially for use without the aid of a teacher. The 
late ~ t, simplest, and mast practical. A complete tnstruc tor, 
only 25 cents by mail. Senp stamp~ and name THB EOUCA-
T IONAL WEEKLV. Address S. R . WELLS & CO., 
Publishers, 137 Broadway; New Yo~k 
INVEST ONE CENT 
In a postal card, adJrcss it to H . A. Kenyon, DWight, 111i~ 
nois, and order our Club List of 800 Newspapers and Period~ 
icals, which we .send singly to any address at lowest club 
rate . You wlll get much information that we cannot givt: 
you here. 
EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY GIVEN TO AGENTS. 
SECURE YOUR READING FREE. 
Please say you saw this ad,. in t'le Educational Weekly. 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 
I OWA COLLEGE, . Gr{""ell, Iowa. For catalogue, etc., address the President, GBo.~'.MAGOUN,. D.D. [cby 
CHANDLER SCIENTIFIC lJEPT. 01 Dartmouth College. Liberal Education on a scientific basis. Address Pr.of. F. R. RUGGLES, Hanover, N: H. cpe · 
ILLINOIS~INlJUSTRIAL' l1NIVERS/7Y, Cham, paign, Ill., J. M ... Gregory ... LL. D., Regent. CoUege 
of Agriculture, College of 1!;ngineers, College of Nat-
alai SCIences, College of Hterature and Arts. Fall term 
.begins Sept. II; 1877- [tf] 
S T MAR 1-' S SCHOOL, Knoxville, IlIino;s. A Board-ing SchOOl for GirlS; FIrst-class throughout; a safe Christian home, with the best advantages of education. 
Refet ence is made to ~atrons III nearly t:very city in the . 
West. [tfJ C. W. LKPPINGWKLL,D.D., Rector. 
S YRA CUSE UNIVERSIT-Y, at Syracuse, N . Y. The University has now the following departments In op-
eration: College of LiDeral Arts-E. O. Haven, D. 
D., LL. D., Chancellor. Medical College-F. Hyde, M.D., 
Dean College of Fine Arts-G. F . Comfort, A. M'l..Dean. 
ForAnnuals and other information. apply to E. u. HA-
VBN, Chancellor. 
---.-----
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMEN1 of State Normal University. Special attention is paid to fitting young 
men for College. For years its graduates have enter-
ed Harvard, and other fir..t-c1ass colleg~, without conditions. 
The English course' presents rare opponunities to young men 
preparlOg for b.wness, or young ladies desiring a thorough 
course of s'JIdy. For further information address E. J. James·, 
Ph. D., Normal. Ill. . 
OHIO CEN1RAL NORMAL, a"d Kitukrgart ... Trai .. ing Se""ol. Reorganized with full faculty. ' Three full courses, one, two. and· three years -rispect .. 
IVe1y. Incorporated under State Board or Trustees. This 
i. the o'\ly Nohnal School in the State having a distinct" 
Professional Course of Study and Practice combined with 




By Prof. R. C. CUMNOCK. Price,lh·75. 
HIt seems to me one of the few thoroughly satisfactory 
books in itS line. I know of no classified collection of. read .. 
ings at ~Il-to be compared with it."-Pro/. RockWood, SiaN 
Normal School, Wucons'·1E. ~ 
Priiner of Political Economy. 
By A. B. MASON and J. J. LALOR. Price 60 cts·. 
"We have given it a pretty thorough examination, and in 
our judgment, it is better adapted for the use of the youtli 01 
our public schools than any other work on the subject that 
we can call to mind."-G.Jzt"i!t', Cinc J·II,nati. 
An:mnl AnalysiS. 
By Prof. ELLIOTT WHIPPLE. Price, 75·cto·. 
"An' excellent book for the young <fudent beginni0i: .0Q!-
.ogy. It systematizes observation and directs a ttention to the -
important character~ upon which classification depepds:· 
Presidt,,'t'Marcy, Northwes·tern University. 
Ilannal of the Vet·tebl'ntes. 
By Prof. D. S JORDAN. Price, $2.50. 
'·Dr. Jordan has embodied in this work the latest results 
of zoological science, and we know of no slmilar, book which 
contain~ so much and so reliable informatio'l1 suited to the 
special wants ofSluclents in the fi eld or class·room."-New 
Ettgland Your"al 0/ Educat;oll. 
COO.D READINC. 
Life of Benedict AI'nold. 
His Patriotism and his Treason . • By Jion. I. N. Aruold. 
Crown 8vo, gilt top. Price, $2. SO. 
"Of great merit and historical value. It can be read with 
interest and profit for what it tells of a period which IS fa. 
fading out ofknowledge."-Exprus, New Y~rk. . 
Motives of Life. 
By Prof. DAVID SWING. Price. $1 :00. 
"Prof. Swing writes with the simplicity, the ea;nesllle5S, 
and the honesty which ,comes of a sincere devotion to all tha.,t 
is best, :).1 d noblest, a{ld purest in life and chara~t.r;t­
Evening Post, Nt'W York. 
Ingersoll and Moses. 
By Rev. SAMUEL I VE, C URTISS, D. D. Price, $1.25 
"The book is characterized by ripe scholarship ,md gre~t 
fairness and courtesy in arg~ment. It is the strongest argue 
ment yet made against the'Sophistries which have been 50 
widely advertised during the pJst few years, mainly through 
tile lectures of Col. In~ersol\."-Tke Inter, Ocea,.. -
Short Histqry of France. 
For Young People. Ry Miss KIRKLAND. ' Price,$I .. so. 
"The narrative is not .dry on a single plIge, and the little 
history may be commended as the best of its kind that has 
yet appeared .:·-Oullefi", Philadelp""'a. 
Belle and· the. Bo\Ys. 
, . 
A New Juvenile. By Mrs. c. F. CORBIN. Price, S,.~5. 
"It s'eems just the book to be appleciated by fair, sweet 
yonng girls, and brave, manly boys, ' Handsomely print~ 
and illustrated, it is-one o,fthe p:rett'iest juven\le books of the 
year."-A1It. O"okseller. N •. Y. 
Tales of Ancient Greece. Address JOHN. OGDEN, Prhi •• 
______ '--_______ ...:'-=---'W.;...:;o-'rth=ln::!gt=o-'n-=O~ By the Rev. Sir G. W .. Cox, Bart, 111. A. Price, $1.60. 
':',-INOI~ STATE NORMAL' UNIVERSITY, fOI "The grace with which these oltl tales of the mythology j tbe special preparation of teach,?,:" The full course ot, lrte retold malfes th~m ~s .enchanting to the young as f,!mlliar 
study reqwres three years. TwtlOn ,ru to those who. . fairy 'tales or the Arabian Nights" -Publ'.l. 'w. ·kl-." pledge themselves to teaCh In the state; to others, $30 per _ ~ , , ' ,, ' ,~s II" 
' year. Hi/," Sc"~ol Detarl1lm.1 'offers the best advantages' .Q-Sold by all booksellers, pr sent by mail, tios.tpala, on 
for prepanng for college or for business. Tuition, "30 per receipt of price by the publl.shers, 
year. Grammar Se"",,7 DeJart", ... t furnIShes excellent 
facilities for obtaining a good, pl;actical 'education. ' Tuition, 
$25 per yeir. Primary D,eja. ... tmmt, a ch2,rming ,.,Iace for' 
he "little folks." Term begi!JI March 8. 1880, , Forparticu~ 
an adcJreo.!l ~wln C. Hewett, Preoidentr-No~, Ill. If 
I , . 
Jansen, McClurg '" Co., '.', 








The 'Educati~n'af Weekiy. 
THE TROUBLE AT CHAMPAIGN. bellious student officers. The latter were 
informed that their action was entirely un-
The following paragraph has appeared warrantable and that upon absenting them. 
for ' several years In the catalog of the selves from the duties of their positions 
University. they should be rem~ved from them. A~-
"The Governor of the state commissions as cepting no explanatIOns they kept to the~r 
Captains in the state militia, such students ~f. th.e resolution and in the afternoon assembled 
military class as complete the course Cmlhta:y and drew up and signed <)." paper whic4 tactics] and· obtain the necessary expen.ence III • b ld 
command, and whom the Faculty of the Univer- everyone of them in hIS so er senses wou 
sity recommend for their high character both blush 'to acknowledge. . 
as students and gentlemen." . Hoping that extreme measu.res would not 
Under the operations of this regulatIOn be required, the faculty per~l1ltt~d the mat-
there'has been more or less disappointment . ter to run along doing nothmg m the town 
- and dissatisfaction among meI?~ers of ~he to counteract the rumors and reports fly-
military class. The commissions were ing about n?r to r~ply to the s~atem.ents 
asked for and given, as a prize to be won . finding their way mto the public pnnts. 
A rule also published in the catalog Gradually the excitement wore .away. 
sayS, "No student is eligible to the ~i1i- The students often admitted they had do?e 
tary 'class till he has reached thl! wmter wrong in one way <;>r a?other. Many dlS-
term of the second or sophomore year and claimed any .combmatlOn among t~em to 
is in good standing in all his studies." . resist;authority, and professed rea~mes~ to 
The second term in the year having ar- comply with the laws of the Ul1lverslty. 
rived, thirty.two students ap~lie~ for ad- In order to give such a chance to. clear 
mission to this sophoI?ore, begml1lng class. themselves, the faculty prepared a SImple 
In order that they might more clearly un- ' statement which they asked each one sep. 
derstand the rules above quoted together .arately to sign. It r~n thus: "I hereby 
with the customary action of the faculty freely and without reserve express to the 
. relative to the military officers and com- faculty my regret for and disapprova~ of 
missions, a .series of severe conc.ise st~te- myacti'on in leaving ~y. comI?and .wlth-
ments. were drawn \lP embod ying ilo~hmg out permission, and that It IS my mtentlOn to 
'not herein before given except that,· m the be (as it always has been) a loyal and obe-
seventh it was stated that there should be dient student of the U niversity." ~he 
no more than five recommendations made clause, here given ' in paren~hesis, was m-
in anyone year Jor commissions unless by serted at the request of the sJ~ners." 
.,., 
CHIEF A~IONG STALWARTS, 
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Is the Cheapest Morning P a per published in Chicago. The 
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The Senti-Weekly Inter Ocean 
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01 Ihe world . 
. AN EDUCATIONAL DEPARTi\IENT 
Has been added to this ed ition of th~ ~aper, a nd is very 
highly spoken of by the Sch ool Supelllltendellt. alld . 
Teachers . It is intended to fi ll a want long felt 
by persons interes ted in our ~chools. _ 
The \V eekly Intel' Ocean ' 
H the LARGEST circulation of any Political Newspa per 
as in the U nited ·States. It is a paper for the people 
and costs only 
a unanimous vote of the faculty. It may Upon various pretexts, SI.X ~efused to 
be. proper to remark that in such cases t~e sign. this paper. Those were dls~lsse~ from 
votl! of the faculty is ordinarily unam- the University after. a recons~deratlOn I)f 
. mous.· No one allows himself to be swayed their entire behavior m the affaIr j but hav-
by mere prejudice and should one know of ing since 'made, in writing, ample and sa~­
, any real fact preventing his sanction the isfactorY.pledges,are again restored to theIr 
statement of it would likewise prevent oth- classes. . 
'$1.15, POSTAGE PA[D $1.15. 
Tlte Com'mtrcial and Agricultural D epal'tllunls 
Are ably ami carefully conducted , a na ~re as reliable 
. er affirmative votes. This statement, though embodylpg the 
Ey an oversight the restatement of the main facts, falls much short of glvI.ng the 
rules was not at the time given to the en- whole case with all the 3:ttendant distrusts 
teri1,?g class. Two weeks after they .were and imagined enmities: . The result, dur-~ given by the secretary oCthe faculty t~ the iug the time assuredl~ bad and only bad, 
editor of the Ill£ni, the college penodlcal, . may be in the fu.ture overbalanced-by<gooq. 
as any published III the r.ountry . 
"OUR CURiOSiTY SHOP," 
WOMAl'.'S KINGDOM, and 
THE HOM E DEPARTMENT 
\ViU continue Leading and Interesting Features. 
conducted by the sudents. This man was * 
a senior and a captain of a company. He 
supposed the rule~ were de.signed f<;,rhis 
elass and 'commul1lcated the mformatlOn to 
others. "They became excited, miscon-
strued the rules,imagined they had been 
unfairly treated, held th~y l;1ad all been 
promised commissions which they had. al-
ready worked a year and a.half to secure, 
that a unanimous vote could rarely be 
hoped for on account of the personal em-
nityof one or more members of \he faculty, 
etc. Thls was on Saturday morning; They 
concluded something resolute must be done 
and determined to va,cate their posts until 
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should be rescinded. In 9rder to make 
- -their actloh more impressive t.hey: in their 
excited condition agreed to say nothing 
, about the matter until Monday morning, 
when their absence' from 'their companie-s 
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